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SUMMARY
Wireless underground sensor networks (WUSNs) enable a wide variety of
emerging applications that are not possible with current underground monitoring
techniques, which require miniaturized wireless sensor systems for mapping hydraulic
fractures, monitoring unconventional reservoirs and measuring other wellbore param-
eters. We call these devices FracBots (Fracture Robots), an extension of RFID (Radio
Frequency IDentifcation) tags that realize WUSNs for mapping and characterization
of hydraulic fractures in unconventional reservoirs.
The objective of this thesis is to design fully integrated magnetic induction (MI)-
based FracBots (WUSNs) that enable reliable and efficient wireless communications
in underground oil reservoirs for performing the in-situ monitoring of oil reservoirs.
This is very crucial for determining the sweet spot of oil and natural gas reserves.
To this end, we have contributed in four areas as follows: first, we develop a novel
cross-layer communication framework for MI-based FracBot networks in dynamically
changing underground environments. The framework combines a joint selection of
modulation, channel coding, power control and a geographic forwarding paradigm.
Second, we develop a novel MI-based localization framework that exploits the unique
properties of MI-field to determine the locations of the randomly deployed FracBot
nodes in oil reservoirs. Third, we develop an accurate energy framework of a linear
FracBot network topology that generates feasible nodes’ transmission rates and net-
work topology while always guaranteeing sufficient energy. Then, we design, develop,
and fabricate MI-based FracBot nodes. Finally, to validate the performance of our so-





Economies worldwide depend on a consistent supply of energy, about 87% which
currently comes from fossil fuels. Reasonable projections indicate that despite rapid
growth of renewable energy sources, fossil fuels will still provide around 80% of the
world energy in 2030. A rapidly growing fraction of this energy is derived from un-
conventional reservoirs [1], in which the current achievable oil recovery rate, the ratio
of recoverable oil to total oil in the reservoirs, is less than 60% despite the use of
state-of-the-art extraction technologies [2]. Given tepid growth in new conventional
fossil reserves, vital technical goals include increasing recovery factors beyond 60% for
conventional reservoirs [3] and improving reservoir contact and extraction efficiency
in unconventional reservoirs. These goals could be achieved given spatial and tempo-
ral information about pressure, temperature, and fluid composition throughout the
reservoir.
Current reservoir [4] and wellbore monitoring systems [5] are not able to measure
data deep inside oil reservoirs, and no existing technology is capable of providing
in-situ monitoring of conventional reservoirs in real time [2],[6]. As a result, in-situ
sensing techniques for collecting data throughout reservoirs have drawn considerable
attention from researchers, most of whose efforts have been devoted to the develop-
ment of small sensors that can withstand the severe conditions inherent in oil reser-
voirs [2]. Such sensors, or nodes have been successfully injected into oil reservoirs [7].
Figure 1 depicts a typical oil reservoirs that has undergone the process of hydraulic
fracturing. Oil is extracted from a well-bore drilled into an oil reservoir at a depth
of around 7,000 feet, and hydraulic fracturing is used to make a thin crack inside the
1
rock formation to access more oil and natural gas.
Figure 1: A typical oil reservoirs with a hydraulic fracture.
Wireless Underground Sensor Networks (WUSNs) are envisioned to provide mon-
itoring capabilities and map topology in underground oil reservoirs. To overcome the
environmental challenges presented by oil reservoirs, WUSNs based on the magnetic
induction (MI) technique was proposed in [8]. As classical electromagnetic (EM)
waves are unable to work properly in oil reservoirs, an alternative approach is the
MI technique, which enables wireless communication in oil reservoirs and deals with
the underground challenges. It transmits the data over the near magnetic field of
antennas resulting in achieving constant channel conditions using small size anten-
nas. In our case, the sensor nodes use an MI coil antenna to generate and receive
wireless signals through magnetic coupling that can efficiently penetrate a high-loss
oil reservoirs and realize the wireless communication [9]. The work in this thesis in-
volves the development of miniaturized transponder systems for mapping hydraulic
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fractures, monitoring unconventional reservoirs, and measuring other wellbore pa-
rameters. These devices, called FracBots (Fracture Robots), are envisioned as an
extension of RFID (Radio Frequency IDentifcation) tags that realize wireless un-
derground sensor networks (WUSNs) for mapping and characterization of hydraulic
fractures in unconventional reservoirs. Accordingly, we propose a system model for
FracBots in oil reservoirs, shown in Figure 1. The system architecture of the MI-based
sensor network has two layers:
1. FracBot (sensor) nodes in the oil-fractured reservoir that are injected into
the fracture during the hydraulic fracturing process. Since the fracture is very
thin, the positions of the nodes are randomly distributed inside the fracture.
Despite having no power source, the sensor nodes are wirelessly charged by the
radiation of the base station inside the wellbore.
2. A base station, which consists of a large antenna at the wellbore, connected
to an aboveground gateway.
The objective of this thesis is to design full integrated MI-based FracBots (WUSNs)
to enable reliable and efficient wireless communications in underground oil reservoirs
for in-situ monitoring of oil reservoirs. Such a capability is crucial to determining the
sweet spot of oil and natural gas reserves. To this end, we have contributed in four
areas as follows: First, we develop a novel cross-layer communication framework for
MI-based networks in dynamically changing underground environments. The frame-
work combines a joint selection of modulation, channel coding, power control and a
geographic forwarding paradigm. Second, we develop a novel MI-based localization
framework that exploits the unique properties of MI field to determine the locations of
the randomly deployed FracBot nodes in oil reservoirs. Third, we develop an accurate
energy framework of a linear FracBot (sensors) network topology that gives feasible
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sensor transmission rates and a sensor network topology while consistently guarantee-
ing sufficient energy. Then, we design, develop and fabricate MI-based FracBot nodes.
Finally, we develop a physical MI-based WUSN testbed to validate the performance
of our solutions in our produced prototype of FracBot nodes.
1.1 Hydraulic Fractures
Hydraulic fracture (HF) technology is almost universally required to access tight
unconventional oil and gas reservoirs. In the United States, an estimated 90% of
natural gas wells use HF technology to produce as an economical rate. Hydraulic
fracturing, frequently employed to improve reservoir contact and production rates in
the oil and gas industry, has been used for over 60 years in more than one million wells
and is commonly applied to wells drilled in low permeability reservoirs. Successful
hydraulic fracturing is generally considered vital for economical production of natural
gas from shale beds and other tight gas plays [10].
HF is formed by pumping a fluid into the wellbore at a rate sufficient to increase
the pressure downhole to a value in excess of the fracture gradient of the formation
rock. The pressure causes the formation to crack, allowing the fracturing fluid to enter
and extend the crack further into the formation. To keep this fracture open after the
injection stops, a solid proppant is added to the fracture fluid. The proppant, which
is commonly sieved round sand or other porous material, is carried into the fracture.
Such material must be higher in permeability than the surrounding formation, and the
propped HF then becomes a high permeability conduit through which the formation
fluids can flow to the well.
Although observing and optimizing fracture quality and reservoir contact is of
vital importance, determining the size and the orientation of a completed HF is a
difficult, expensive, inaccurate, and longstanding problem [11]. Accordingly, we have
recognized that an improved means of ascertaining these features is sorely needed. Of
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the many approaches available, microseismic and tiltmeter surveys have been the most
successful but they are costly, inaccurate, and time consuming; more importantly,
they unfortunately tell us nothing about the inner workings of the reservoir [12].
The distance at which rock faces are separated during HF is called the fracture
width. Practical fracture widths range from about one millimeter to about one cen-
timeter. The sands, or similar materials used to open HFs are, therefore, typically
about one millimeter in diameter or less. Accordingly, we recognize the existence of
significant physical constraints on mapping devices that could be deployed within the
HF. For example, any transponders used for mapping HFs and reservoir parameters
must be able to physically fit into, not just simply adjacent, to fracture, at a consider-
able depth. Thus, to ensure passage, it should be no more than about one millimeter
in at least one dimension.
This arbitrary scaling on the transponder side would not generally be possible for
tags that would be required to fit through open HFs, and thus, would face significant
size limitations, especially in applications in which the form factor, in particular, is
constrained. A complete mapping of HFs requires a transmission range on the order
of 100 meters or so. Accordingly, we recognized the need for systems that provide
transponders or tags that are sufficiently small for deployment through an open or
opening HF and have a communication range with a node of up to 100 meters or
more when deployed within an HF of a reservoir.
1.2 Wireless Underground Sensor Networks (WUSNs)
In response to the need for a system of mapping of HFs, we turn to wireless under-
ground sensor networks (WUSNs), wireless sensor nodes operating below the ground
surface. A wireless sensor node is a small wireless device that encompasses a micro-
controller, a radio transceiver, an antenna, a power source, and one or more sensors.
The node functions via a lightweight operating system that entails features such as
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wireless communication, remote access, and sensing capabilities [13]. WUSNs are
envisioned to provide real-time monitoring capabilities in challenging underground
environments, including soil media, oil reservoirs, and underground mines and tun-
nels. WUSNs enable a wide variety of emerging applications not possible with current
underground monitoring techniques. Compared to current underground sensor net-
works, which use wired communications methods for network deployment, WUSNs
entail the timeliness of data, ease of deployment and data collection, concealment,
reliability, and coverage density. Despite these advantages, the realization of WUSNs
poses many challenges, the foremost of which is the realization of energy efficient and
reliable communications that establish multiple hops underground and efficiently col-
lect and disseminate data for seamless operation. The realization of WUSNs will ben-
efit many emerging applications such as intelligent agriculture, underground pipelines
and power grid monitoring, oil reservoir monitoring, concealed border patrol, earth-
quake and landslide forecasting, and underground mine disaster prevention and rescue
[14].
1.3 MI-Based Underground Communications
Different from conventional EM-based communication, MI-based communication ex-
hibits highly reliable and constant channel conditions with sufficiently large communi-
cation range in the underground environment. First, underground media such as soil,
sand, water, and crude oil cause little variation in the attenuation rate of magnetic
fields from that of air, since the magnetic permeability of each of these materials
is similar. Second, the multi-path fading is negligible in underground MI systems
because the communication range in these systems is within one wavelength. Third,
transmission and reception are accomplished with the use of a small wire coil. Un-
like the EM wave-based technique, MI-based communication has no cutoff frequency.
Hence, a small coil antenna is sufficient for MI-based communication even for low
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frequency signals. A study in [14] analyzed the channel capacity of MI communi-
cation from a pair of coil transceivers, and another in [15] thoroughly investigated
near-field inductive communication systems with regard to channels created between
two or more magnetically coupled coils. The authors of [16] proposed coil deploy-
ment algorithms for MI-based WUSNs. Considering wireless power transfer, a study
in [17] presented a propagation model and MI link budget for wireless power transfer
systems, and the MI technique employed in [18] efficiently transferred wireless energy
over relatively long distances.
1.4 Research Objectives
In this thesis, we design miniaturized FracBots devices (Fracture Robots) for map-
ping hydraulic fractures, monitoring unconventional reservoirs and measuring other
wellbore parameters. FracBots are based on WUSNs. In another word, we design
full integrated MI-based WUSNs that enable the reliable monitoring of hydraulic frac-
tures and unconventional reservoirs. When the FracBots are injected during hydraulic
fracturing operations, autonomous localization algorithms can be used to create con-
stellation maps of proppant beds as placed. To explore this concept, we develop a
FracBot prototype platform and demonstrate three key functions. We begin by devel-
oping a novel cross-layer communication framework for MI-based FracBot networks in
dynamically changing underground environments. The framework combines the joint
selection of modulation, channel coding, power control, and a geographic forwarding
paradigm. Second, we develop a novel MI-based localization framework that exploits
the unique properties of the MI field to determine the locations of randomly deployed
FracBot nodes. Third, we develop an accurate energy model framework for a lin-
ear FracBot network topology that estimates FracBot data transmission rates while
respecting harvested energy constraints. Forth, we design, develop and fabricate MI-
based FracBot nodes. Finally, we develop a physical MI-based WUSN testbed to
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validate the performance of our solutions in MI-based FracBot nodes.
1.4.1 MI-Based Environment-Aware Cross-layer Communication Proto-
col Design for WUSN in Hydraulic Fractures and Oil Reservoirs
The techniques for the typical terrestrial wireless sensor networks are not directly
applicable to WUSNs because of the significant differences between the communica-
tion media (e.g., between the soil and the air). So far, most of the work has focused
on the physical layer, such as the design of antennas and analyses of the receiv-
ing signal. However, studies have not proposed any protocol solutions for MI-based
WUSNs. Therefore, in this thesis, instead of taking the classical layered protocol
approach (the seven-layer open systems interconnection model (OSI model)), we de-
velop a fully distributed cross-layer protocol framework referred to as the distributed
environment-aware protocol (DEAP), which includes a three-layer protocol stack and
accounts for the interactions of various layer functionalities, and thus provides efficient
resource utilization and achieves high system performance.
1.4.2 MI-Based Localization for WUSN in Hydraulic Fractures and Oil
Reservoirs
Most applications of WUSNs such as mine and oil reservoirs monitoring are location
dependent, requiring precise sensor positions. However, classical localization solu-
tions, based on the propagation properties of electromagnetic waves, do not function
well in underground environments because of their extremely short communication
ranges, highly unreliable channel conditions, and large antenna sizes. In this thesis,
we develop a MI-based localization that accurately and efficiently locates randomly-
deployed sensors in underground environments by leveraging the multi-path fading
free nature of MI signals.
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1.4.3 Optimal Energy Planning for Self-Contained WUSN in Hydraulic
Fractures and Oil Reservoirs
Wireless sensor nodes are a promising technology for collecting data from oil reser-
voirs in real time. The sensor nodes, however, are not sufficient for transmitting the
required data within a power budget because of limitations caused by the very small
size of the sensors and the environment. To overcome limitations caused by harsh en-
vironmental conditions and power constraints, we develop an accurate energy model
framework of FracBot WUSN topology that affords feasible sensor transmission rates
and FracBot topology while ensuring a sufficient amount of energy.
1.4.4 MI-based FracBot Node Design for Monitoring Hydraulic Fractures
and Oil Reservoirs
The monitoring of hydraulic fractures and unconventional oil and gas reservoirs are
crucial for determining the rich venue of oil and natural gas reserves. Although
wireless sensor nodes are a promising technology for collecting data from hydraulic
fractures and oil reservoirs in real time, such nodes are not commercially available for
this use since they have yet to be designed for this special application that requires
overcoming limitations caused by the small size requirements and the environment.
To overcome limitations caused by harsh environmental conditions and energy con-
straints, we propose a novel prototype of MI-based wireless sensor node (FracBot)
to be used as a platform for a new generation of WUSNs for monitoring hydraulic
fractures and unconventional reservoirs, and measuring other wellbore parameters.
We design and develop the hardware of the MI-based wireless sensors for short range
communication using near-field communication (NFC) as a physical layer combined
with an energy harvesting capability and ultra-low power requirements. We realize
theses characteristics using cost-effective and commercial off-the-shelf components.
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1.4.5 FracBot Testbed: Performance Evaluation
Despite the numerous theoretical studies in this area, few efforts have been devoted
to developing and evaluating a sensor node (FracBot) for underground environments
that confirms the theoretical outcomes. We evaluate our FracBot nods and network in
a reservoir-like environment. We design the FracBot testbed, which includes different
media such as air, water, sand, and stone. One of the main results is that the sand and
stone media affects the performance of the FracBot which eventually degrade the MI
signal propagation and reduce the transfer of energy. Thus, an evaluation of hardware
will enable us to understand the challenges, improve the electronic sensitivity, and
optimize the minimum resources necessary to miniaturize the FracBot hardware.
1.5 Organization of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the environment-
aware, cross-layer communication protocol design in oil, and Chapter 3 explains the
development of MI-based localization for FracBot networks in oil reservoirs. Chap-
ter 4 explores optimal energy planning for wireless self-contained FracBot networks
in oil reservoirs. Chapter 5 illustrates the design, development, and fabrication of
the MI-based sensor nodes, and Chapter 6 presents the physical MI-based FracBot
testbed and validates the performance and practical aspect of the proposed solutions.




COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL DESIGN FOR WUSN
IN HYDRAULIC FRACTURES AND OIL RESERVOIRS
In this chapter, we introduce a distributed cross-layer framework for MI-based wire-
less underground sensor networks (WUSNs) in oil reservoir published in [19]. we
develop a cross-layer resource allocation framework that accurately models every as-
pect of the layered network architecture, integrates different communication func-
tionalities into a coherent framework, and provides distributed cross-layer solutions.
The motivation for this work is provided in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 discusses the
related work. Section 2.3 introduces the system model, and Section 2.4 covers the
effects of environment- dependent parameters on MI-based communication in oil reser-
voir environments. Section 2.5 introduces an environment-aware three-layer protocol
stack. Section 2.6 presents the environment-aware cross-layer optimization frame-
work, and Section 2.7 presents the design of the distributed environment-aware pro-
tocol (DEAP). Section 2.8 evaluates our cross-layer communication solution, and
Section 2.9 concludes.
2.1 Motivation
The techniques for typical terrestrial wireless sensor networks are not directly appli-
cable to WUSNs because of the significant differences between the communication
media (e.g., between the soil and the air). So far, while most studies have examined
the physical layer such as the design of antennas and the analysis of receiving sig-
nals, no study has proposed protocol solutions for MI-based WUSNs. In this work,
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instead of taking the classical layered protocol approach (i.e., the seven-layer Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, we develop a fully distributed cross-layer pro-
tocol framework called DEAP for MI-based WUSNs. Our solution satisfies the QoS
requirements of diverse applications and achieves optimal energy consumption and
high throughput efficiency with low computational complexity. As a result of these
features, our solution is useful for practical implementations. We summarize our
cross-layer solution framework as follows:
1. It evaluates critical information about the environment of underground oil reser-
voirs that affects the quality of transmission of MI-based communication.
2. It constitutes a three-layer protocol stack for WUSNs in underground oil reser-
voirs.
3. As a cross-layer framework, it jointly optimizes the communication functional-
ities of various layers.
4. It provides Distributed Environment-Aware Protocol (DEAP) design that solve
the proposed cross-layer framework.
Figure 2 depicts the protocol stack for the environment-aware cross-layer proto-
col design and our four main contributions. To achieve efficient MI communication
in the underground environment, our solution, based on a distributed optimization
problem, jointly controls physical, MAC and routing functionalities. Therefore, we
begin by examining the effects of temperature, electrical conductivity, magnetic per-
meability, and coil resistance on MI-based communication. Then we adopt several
simple but effective modulation schemes such as BPSK, QPSK, and BFSK to reduce
energy consumption while accounting for channel coding such as the multilevel cyclic
BCH code. Moreover, we design and use a MAC protocol to simplify performance
degradation caused by interference signals. In particular, our solution determines
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Figure 2: Protocol stack of the environment-aware cross-layer protocol design.
the optimal selection of modulation, FEC, and transmit power (physical functional-
ities), a DS-CDMA medium access control scheme with a power control constraint
to access the bandwidth-limited MI channels (MAC functionality), and a geograph-
ical routing algorithm (routing functionality). Therefore, the proposed cross-layer
framework captures all functionalities of each protocol layer. Finally, we develop a
cross-layer DEAP solution to solve the optimization problem of the framework in a
distributed manner. Capturing the underground MI channels for high utilization, it is
environmentally aware, consumes minimal energy, and involves limited computation
complexity in WUSNs.
2.2 Related Work
In the past decade, cross-layer protocol solutions have generally been recognized as
suitable for the resource-efficient design of wireless sensor networks [20]. The literature
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consists of numerous studies that have directly contributed to our knowledge of ter-
restrial wireless sensor networks. One integrated cross-layer study [21]characterized
multiuser access interference (MAI) and network connectivity in wireless CDMA-
based sensor networks. Another study [22] formulated cross-layer energy and delay
optimization as a convex problem for synchronous small-scale sensor networks to
quantify the tradeoff between delay and energy consumption. Furthermore, using an
initiative concept, a study in [23] proposed a single cross-layer module that achieves
congestion control, routing, and medium access control concurrently for terrestrial
wireless sensor networks, and another study [24] developed a multimedia cross-layer
protocol for underwater acoustic sensor networks in order to support differentiated
services and to efficiently share the high-delay underwater medium. However, the
challenges of wireless EM communication in underground environments prevent us-
ing the above solutions from the existing literature [25]. Regarding the networking
aspects of MI communication, the authors of [26] examined the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), connectivity, and bandwidth in 3D underwater MI channels. Then a pa-
per [27] proposed multi-hop relay techniques to extend the range of near-field MI
communication systems.
The authors of [28] provided a general description of WUSNs and identified a cross-
layer, environmentally-aware protocol design as open research issues. In their study,
they accounted for WUSNs that bury sensors at the subsurface of the soil, defined
as the top several meters of the soil (i.e., the topsoil or subsoil region). By contrast,
our solution aims at underground oil reservoirs that typically bury sensors in deep-
soil regions at depths of around 7,000 ft. and discusses communications through soil
via the propagation of electromagnetic (EM) waves rather than MI communications.
Specifically, while the EM technique can operate in the 300-900 MHz frequency band,
which accommodates a small size antenna for easy sensor development, the channel
condition is greatly affected by the environmental state. The MI technique, however,
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functions at a low frequency (around tens of MHz or lower), involves small coils as
antennas, and stabilities the channel condition for high-quality transmission. In addi-
tion, it does not disclose the three-layer protocol stack for the MI communications of
WUSNs. Specifically, the authors of [28] did not examine the communication protocol
stack design for wireless communication (i.e., EM wave propagation) in underground
environments.
A study in [29] presented a self-adaptive modulation method and system for
WUSN. The study discloses that the self-adaptive modulation method consists of the
following steps: detecting the water content of a current node, receiving the water
content sent by an adjacent node, and determining a modulation and coding (AMC)
mode used for sending a following data frame. According to the self-adaptive mod-
ulation method and system for the WUSN, by utilizing the relationship between the
channel characteristics of the WUSN and the soil environment, the real-time AMC
function of WUSN node equipment can be simply realized. However, this patent does
not disclose MI communications, the three-layer protocol stack, or the cross-layer
framework, for MI communications. Specifically, EM wave propagation is considered
rather than MI communication in underground environments. The study discloses
the AMC design, which belongs to the physical-layer communication functionality,
with respect to Volumetric Water Content (VMC) as a single piece of environment
information. Also, the authors of [29] did not discuss distributed environmental-
aware design. However, our solution entails use of the three-layer protocol stack,
which includes all physical and network-layer communication functionalities. It also
investigates the fundamental impact factors from underground environments, such
as temperature, electrical conductivity, and magnetic permeability, and also provides
the impact of VMC in the designated cross-layer framework.
So far, most studies have explored the physical layer, such as the design of anten-
nas, and the reception of signal analysis but the literature lacks studies that provide
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protocol solutions for MI-based WUSNs. However, a study in [30] provided a general
cross-layer protocol solution satisfies the QoS requirements of MI communication at
operating frequency of 7 MHz for WUSNs and achieves optimal energy consumption
and high throughput with low computational complexity. Our proposed environment-
aware distributed cross-layer framework is designed for MI-based WUSNs in oil reser-
voir. It integrates different communication functionalities into a coherent cross-layer
framework that can be used for oil reservoir environment and works at operating
frequency of 13.56 MHz. Our framework is an extension of the cross-layer protocol
solution presented in [30].
2.3 System Model
This section presents the system model presented in [19] for the MI-based communi-
cation over WUSNs in hydraulic fractures and oil reservoirs. The MI communication
link is formed by the induction between the primary and secondary coils. In Fig-
ure 3, the paramters are: a[cm] (radius), number of turns N and r[m] (i.e., distance
between the transmitter and the receiver). This MI transceiver can be modeled as
two transformers as shown in Figure 3, where VS (voltage) , ZL (load impedance o
the receiver), M (mutual induction), R (resistance), H (self induction of coil), and C
(loaded capacitor). Furthermore, the equivalent circuit of such a model is obtained
as Z = R + jωH + 1/(jωC), Zrflt = ω
2M2/(Z + ZL), and VM = jωMit. As shown
in [25], the magnetic permeability of the medium is the environmental factor domi-
nating the quality of the MI communication. Specifically, although the permeability
of soil and water is similar to that of air (i.e., µ0 = 4π×10−7[H/m]), such a factor and
resistance will change with respect to variable temperatures at different underground
depths. medium permeability also acts differently with regard to the composites of
underground magnetic contents. The effects are characterized as
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R = 2πaNR0[1 + αCu(T − T0)], (2)
where χ and χferro are the magnetic susceptibilities of the medium and ferromagnetic
contents, respectively, ppara and pferro are the ratio of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic
composites, respectively, ĉ is the constant, αCu = 3.9× 10−3[/◦K] is the temperature
coefficient of copper coil, T [◦K] is the actual underground temperature, and T0[
◦K] is
the room temperature and R0[Ω/m] is the corresponding resistance of a unit length
of coil.
Figure 3: Network topology of multi-hop transmission in WUSNs and a transformer
model with the equivalent circuit of a coil pair i-j.
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2.4 The Effects of Environment-Dependent Parameters on
the MI-based Communication in the Oil Reservoir En-
vironment
In this section, we examine the MI channel model in terms of path loss and band-
width, present possible modulation and FEC techniques suitable for the underground
environment, and evaluate their performance. Then, we introduce the DS-CDMA
MAC scheme and location-based routing functionalities.
2.4.1 MI Channel Model
To fit the environment-aware design to oil reservoirs, the operating temperature T and
electrical conductivity α of medium are measured by a sensor node in the WUSNs.
The temperature, which refers to that of a specific location where the sensor is posi-
tioned, can be used to characterize the communication quality of MI-based commu-
nication. Furthermore, self and mutual inductances, the loaded capacitance, and the
receiver impedance are also analytically obtained by the following process. With the
modeling of magnetic dipole for a coil, self and mutual induction is calculated via
Stoke’s theorem [31]: H ' µπaN2/2 and M(T, σ) = µπN2a4G(r, σ) cos θ/4r3, where
σ[S/m] is the medium conductivity and G(·, ·) is the attenuation factor resulting from
the skin depth effect. Such a loss factor largely destroys the transmission quality when
encountering the salty water in the soil, as explained in [32]. The capacitor is then
designed to neutralize the coil impedance Z at the angle frequency of the transmitted
signal (i.e., jωH + 1/(jωC) = 0). In addition, to maximize the transmitted power
efficiency, load impendence ZL is designed to be the complex conjugate of the output
impendence of receiver coil. Therefore, C = 2/(ω2µπaN2) and ZL = Z̄ are obtained.
The path loss and the bandwidth can be calculated or evaluated based on T and α,
µ and R. For example, according to circuit theory, with the coil model in Figure 3,
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the path loss can be obtained as
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Figure 4: Frequency response of MI channels at various transmission ranges, working
temperatures, and the alignment angles of transceiver coils.
To provide a satisfactory cross-layer design for practical oil reservoirs, our cross-
layer framework is able to optimize the corresponding transmission parameters by
capturing the unique impact of environment parameters, which can be shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 5. Figure 4 shows the frequency response of MI channel under the
oil reservoir environment. The figure shows that the 3-dB bandwidth is around 1 KHz
at operating frequency of 13.56 MHz and that it is not affected by the transmission
range and alignment angles. Figure 5 shows the path loss of a single transmitter-
receiver pair with respect to the transmission distance at various temperatures. As
the temperature rises, the path loss increases and thus degrades the quality of the
link transmission. Our framework captures such environment-dependent bandwidth
and path loss behavior because communication parameters adjust according to the
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Figure 5: Simulated path loss of MI channels at various working temperatures.
changes in both the link data rate and the SINR value, which are functions of the
environmental parameters of oil reservoirs.
2.4.2 Modulation and FEC
MI communications enjoy less channel variation than EM waves, as indicated in
[8]. Because of undesired noise, mainly from the thermal vibration of circuit ele-
ments, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is a suitable modeling. Thus, the
modulation and channel coding functionalities are analyzed as follows. As a result
of energy-limited WUSNs, more sophisticated modulation techniques entail high en-
ergy consumption. However, several simple and suitable modulation schemes, such as
BPSK, BFSK, DBPSK, and 16-QAM, can be selected for the wireless underground
communications. Given the communication link i-j, mij ∈ M denotes the adopted
modulation technique and η(mij) denotes the corresponding modulation spectrum
efficiency. As bit error rate (BER) Ψ(T, σ) usually refers to the received SNR,
Ψ
mij
ij (PijηBMI/RijLMIN0) can be obtained for the modulation technique mij over
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link i-j, where N0[W] represents thermal noise power and Rij(T, σ)[bps] is the trans-
mitted bit rate.
Regarding the channel coding schemes, while forward error correction (FEC) en-
hances link transmission reliability without additional re-transmission costs and over-
head, automatic repeat request (ARQ) does. Furthermore, along with high energy
efficiency, block codes are less complex than convolutional codes (CC). In particu-
lar, a multilevel cyclic BCH (Bose, Ray-Chaudhuri, Hocquenghem) code outperforms
the most energy-efficient CC by almost 15% for an optimal packet size in wireless
sensor networks as in [33]. Thus, this study examines the BCH code; however, we
can extend our framework to support more energy-consuming schemes, such as Reed-
Solomon codes, CCs, turbo codes ans different types of ARQ. For the link i-j, cij ∈ C
denotes an adopted coding scheme with coding rate RijC . As far as BCH(n, k, t) code
with rate RC = k/n is concerned, n denotes the block length, k denotes the payload
length, and t denotes the correcting capability of bit error (i.e., t < n). Given the







Also, with L[bit] being the packet length, the packet error rate (PER) Φ is obtained
as




which can be approximated as dL/keΨB when ΨB is small.
Figure 6 shows PER vs. SNR for various modulation techniques and different
BCH(n, k, t) codes but no FEC scheme. The transmission range is set to 7m and the
packet length to 100 Bytes. As suggested in the specification of soil temperature sen-
sors in [34], we select a working temperature of 283◦K. While BPSK achieves smaller
BER for any given SNR among thw modulation techniques, it delivers the best PER
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Figure 6: Packet error rate (PER) vs. the SNR for typical underground modulation
techniques and BCH(n, k, t) coding schemes.
performance for every channel coding schemes. In addition, while consuming more
energy, powerful coding schemes (i.e., with high error correcting capability t) main-
tain a lower PER for any given SNR. A tradeoff exists between energy consumption
and transmission quality.
2.4.3 MAC Protocol and Geographical Routing Algorithm
Motivated by [24] in underwater acoustic sensor networks, our proposed MAC pro-
tocol, the DS-CDMA scheme compensates the drawbacks of multi-path effects and
achieves high channel reuse as well as low number of packet retransmissions. Thus, it
decreases the energy consumption and increases the network throughput. As chaotic
codes [35] provide much higher granularity with less constraint in code properties than
the pseudo-random sequences, a chaotic code with length lij [bit] ∈ L = [lmin, lmax]
is adopted for transmissions over link i-j. Corresponding spreading factor gij is pro-
portional to the code length (i.e., gij = νlij with the proportional factor ν), and the
transmission bit rate Rij(T, σ) becomes ηBMI(T, σ)/lij. To implement such a scheme
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in WUSNs, the near-far effect and MAI [36] need to be minimized. In other words, the
signals that arrive at the receiver should have approximately the same mean power;
interference from simultaneous transmissions of different users, which should also be
well controlled. are satisfied via power control design as follows.
It is assumed that rjmin denotes the minimum received signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) of node j for successful transmissions and the aggregated inter-
ferences to receivers are Gaussian distributed. With regard to the transmitted power
level Pij, the lower bound should provide r
j
min at node j; however, the upper bound
should concern both the maximum power Pmaxi [W] and the interference to nodes
k ∈ ΞTi , where ΞTi is the set of nodes whose ongoing communication is affected by
node i’s transmission, shown in Figure 3. Specifically,








where εij(T, σ) is the MI channel gain of link i-j from (3) and NIj summarizes the
noise and MAI power at node j with Ij being the interference at j. Furthermore, at
each node k ∈ ΞTi , the following inequality should be satisfied:
(rkmin)
−1εtkk(T, σ)gtkkPtkk −N0 − Îk ≥ εik(T, σ)Pij ⇒
(rkmin)




ij (T, σ) ≥ Pij,
(7)
where Îk is the interference for the transmissions of tk to k, except the one from node i,





2. While there are |ΞTi | nodes for the set ΞTi , the maxi-
mum power Pij with respect to these SINR requirements becomes mink∈ΞTi P
(k)
ij (T, σ).















In our routing layer, we utilize geographical routing protocol [37, 38] because of
its scalability feature and limited signaling overhead requirements. Addressing the
distributed algorithm design, a source or relay node i will select its best next hop j∗
with respect to the given objective function, such as Eij andQij in (9) or EaTij in (10),
among the set of Si∩FDi . Si is the neighbor set of node i, which includes the possible
forwarder j and nodes with ongoing communication affected by i’s transmissions (i.e.,
Si = {j,ΞTi } following previous notation). FDi is the forwarding set, which consists
of nodes closer to destination D than node i, i.e., z ∈ FDi if and only if rzD < riD.
To expedite the per-node based decision, such geographical routing solution should
map the end-to-end delay requirements into local delay requirements. Specifically,
with an incoming packet to node i, the expected hop delay to node j (i.e., Tij[s]) can







, where TiD[s] is the time-to-live of the
arrival packet at node i, Tmax[s] is the expected maximum end-to-end delay, tnow is
the time when the packet arrived at node i, t0 is the time that the packet was initially
transmitted, and N
(j)
iD is the expected number of hops needed from node i, via node
j, to destination D. Also, the expected number of hops for the corresponding end-
to-end path (i.e., from source, via link i-j, to destination D) is N0i + N
(j)
iD , where
N0i is the number of hops that the packet traversed before it reached node i. While
Tmax, t0, and N0i can be stamped in the header of packets, riD[m] and thus N
(j)
iD
should be maintained via a distributed shortest-path algorithm or the underground
localization mechanisms [39]. For example, as Bellman-Ford algorithm [40] is applied,
riD (t+ 1) = minz∈Si (riD (t) + riz). All the required operations and parameters are
thus obtained for the proposed geographical protocol.
2.5 Environment-Aware Three-layer Protocol Stack
In this section, we present the main elements of the proposed protocol stack for oil
reservoirs as follows:
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1. The three-layer protocol stack.
2. Environment-aware functionalities of each protocol layer.
3. Communication constraints for transmission parameters (power control , relia-
bility , average delay and delay variance constraints).
We design a three-layer protocol stack for WUSNs in oil reservoirs, as shown in Figure
7, rather than a conventional seven layers to save energy from protocol processing.
For each layer, the essential functionalities are examined from the environment-aware
perspective. The corresponding constraints of communication functions are also pro-
vided within this contribution.
Figure 7: Three layer protocol stack for WUSNs in oil reservoirs.
2.6 Environment-Aware Cross-layer Optimization Frame-
work
In this section, we integrate the communication functionalities mentioned above into
a coherent mathematical framework and provide a unified foundation for cross-layer
protocol design and control over WUSNs. The optimality of energy and throughput
efficiency is reached based on application-dependent objective function. We summa-
rize the main elements of the cross-layer framework as follows:
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1. Adjust the corresponding transmission parameters regarding the environment-
dependent parameters.
2. Multi-objective optimization for both optimal energy consumption and system
throughput.
3. Application-driven objective optimization concurrently minimizes energy con-
sumption and maximizes the system packet throughput with respect to the
weight vector of the application.
This cross-layer framework enables the adjustment of transmission parameters with
respect to four environment-dependent parameters, particularly to the measured tem-
perature and the electrical conductivity. Moreover, it entails two-objective optimiza-
tion with respect to the energy consumption and the network throughput, which
are the two most critical factors for the energy-efficient and reliable communication.
When confronting such multi-objective optimization, the Pareto optimal front pro-
vides the best solution sets that consist of non-dominated solutions, and thus gives the
performance benchmarks. Furthermore, application-oriented WUSNs usually have
their own purposes, such as sensing scalar data in harsh environments or monitoring
objects with high data rate requirements accompanied by possible build-in energy
harvesting. Thus, the application-driven objective optimization is proposed to jointly
consider the energy savings and required throughput via the weighted sum method.
The optimality of energy and throughput efficiency is reached based on application-
dependent objective function. In the following, we first deal with the two-objective
optimizations (i.e., with respect to the energy consumption and the system through-
put), which are the two most critical factors for the energy-efficient and reliable
communication. While most of practical applications in WUSNs have their specific
purposes, we jointly examine the energy and throughput issue via weighted sum
methods.
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With the proposed distributed functionalities over WUSNs, the energy consump-
tion and the feasible throughput of link transmissions are our main concerns. Specif-
ically, for link i− j, we aim to minimize the average energy per packet for successful
arrival of a packet at the receiver and to maximize the average transmitted packet
rate, characterized by the allowed link throughput under the finite link delay condi-
tion, expressed as















elec accounts for the energy to transmit one bit from
node i to node j. Pij/(Rij(T, σ)R
ij
C) characterizes the distance-dependent portion of




elec[J/bit] is for the
distance-independent portion. Etranselec and E
rec
elec come from the needed energy per bit
by the transmitter and receiver electronics (e.g., VCOs, PLLs, bias currents, etc.), re-
spectively. When confronting such multi-objective optimizations, the Pareto optimal
front [41] provides the best solution sets that consist of non-dominated solutions and
thus provides the performance benchmarks. Figure 8 contains these optimal points for
the transmission ranges between 1m to 15m and the packet length 20 Bytes. although
(9) belongs to min-max type of optimization (i.e., considering minimizing the energy
and maximizing the average packet rate concurrently), the Pareto fronts should trend
from lower left to upper right, as verified in Figure 8. When the transmission range
increases, so does the minimum feasible energy consumption. Moreover, in practice,
the transmission range is usually in the middle distances (i.e., between 5m and 12m).
Figure 8 shows that more possible Pareto points are available for such distances,
so more transmission parameters can be optimized under the constraints for these
suitable transmission ranges.
These applications provide the specific weight vector w = [w1, w2]
T with w1 > 0





































Figure 8: Pareto optimal front for two-objective optimizations with various trans-
mission ranges.
previous two separate objective functions can be transformed into a single one (i.e.,
EaT for Energy and Throughput) via the vector and the entire optimization framework
becomes
Find: T, σ, j ∈ Si ∩ FDi , mij ∈M, cij ∈ C,
Pij ∈ [0, Pmaxi ], Qij, lij ∈ L










Subject to power, link, average delay, dealy variance constraints.
(10)
The decision variables for node i are the operating temperature, the soil conductiv-
ity, the forwarder, the modulation technique, the channel coding scheme, the power
level, the allowed link throughput, and the code length of DS-CDMA. Note that
providing a satisfactory cross-layer design for practical underground settings requires
that the designated protocol be environmentally aware. Specifically, it should be able
to modify the corresponding transmission parameters with respect to the working
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temperature and soil conductivity. our environmentally aware protocol yields such a
capability, as explained in Section 2.7.
2.7 Distributed Environment-Aware Protocol (DEAP) De-
sign
To empower practical applications in WUSNs, the functionalities of cross-layer frame-
work should be distributively controlled and environmentally aware for the optimality.
The main elements of DEAP as follows:
1. it senses two of the environment-dependent parameters (i.e., temperature and
electrical conductivity).
2. it evaluates the relationship between chaotic code and link throughput.
3. it initiates a two-phase decision strategy.
4. it perfoms sensing and information exchange and a random access scheme for
loss-tolerance.
We design DEAP so that it solves the application-driven objective optimization
from the previous cross-layer framework. In particular, DEAP exploits the distributed
power control via non-cooperative game theory to solve the near-far problem of the
DS-CDMA scheme and evaluates the relationship between chaotic code length and







where a = w1/w2.
Also, we aim to comprehend the relationship between the link throughput and
the code lengths of DS-CDMA. Specifically, from the optimization framework in Sec-
tion 2.6, the explicit form of optimal throughput Q∗ij can be obtained with respect
to a specific length lij by Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [41]. Therefore,
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the optimal link throughput Q∗ij, regarding a specific DS-CDMA code length lij and






















0.5 < τ < 1
, (12)
where A equals to τ/(1− τ).
It further utilizes a two-phase decision procedure to enable the favored geographi-
cal routing from its scalability and limited signaling overhead, which is highly suitable
for oil reservoirs. Utilizing the distributed designs of cross-layer functionalities , we
propose the distributed two-phase operation that follows the cross-layer framework
in (10) as follows. Inherited from the per-node based geographical routing paradigm,
the sender i (i.e., source or relay node) optimally decouples the cross-layer optimiza-
tion (and thus routing decision) into two sub-problems and solves them sequentially
as follows:
1. Minimize link metric EaTij with respect to power level Pij, the allowed link
throughput Qij, and the code length of DS-CDMA lij for each of its feasible
next-hop neighbors and possible combinations of modulation and channel coding
functionalities, i.e., (j;mij; cij).
2. Select the best next-hop j∗ and the physical functionalities (m∗ij; c
∗
ij) associated
with the best link metric.
Rather than solving a complicated optimization problem for the best route to des-
tination, a generic node i must sequentially deal with only two low-complexity sub-
problems without loss of optimality.
Algorithm 1 presents a space-search approach to solve the first sub-problem. It
use Algorithm 2 to obtain three communication parameters (i.e., Pij, Qij, and lij),
via distributed power control, KKT optimality, and a golden section search [41].
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Algorithm 1 Distributed Cross-layer Link Optimization
Require: i, j, rij, θij
1: EaTmin =∞ % Initialization
2: for mod = 1 : |M| do % Modulation cycle
3: for fec = 1 : |C| do % FEC cycle
4: Calculate rjmin via tolerable end-to-end PER Φ
e2e
T
5: (EaTij, P,Q, l)←Algorithm 2(rjmin, NIj, rij, θij,
6: mij(mod), cij(fec))
7: if EaTij < EaTmin then
8: EaTmin = EaTij




Algorithm 2 Link Parameters
Require: rjmin, NIj, r, θ, m, c
Ensure: EaT ∗, P ∗, Q∗, l∗
1: Get EaT (l) in (10) via global maximum, optimal link throughput
(rjmin, NIj, r, θ,m, c)
2: l∗ ←GoldenSection(EaT (l), Kl) % Kl:Reduction steps
3: Calculate P ∗, Q∗, EaT ∗ by l∗, cross-layer optimization, global maximum, and
optimal link throughput
2.8 Performance Evaluation
We compare the performance of the proposed DEAP in Section 2.7 with traditional
layered protocol solutions (i.e., individual communication functionalities do not share
information and operate in separate layers). Simulation results confirm that DEAP
achieves remarkable energy savings as well as a high throughput gain in a distributed
manner, favored by practical implementation in WUSNs. Simulation results show
that DEAP outperforms the layered protocol solutions with 50% energy savings and
a 6 dB throughput gain. Moreover, beyond the centralized cross-layer designs, our so-
lution resorts to two-phase per-node-based decisions requiring only one-hop neighbor
information and has low computation complexity. Thus, by establishing reliable and
efficient transmissions in challenged underground environments, we have provided a
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distributed cross-layer design for MI communication in WUSNs. In the following sub-
sections, we first evaluate the performance of link transmissions and then examine
the end-to-end communication.
2.8.1 Link Transmissions
Considering the interactions among physical layer functionalities (i.e., modulation
techniques, channel coding schemes, and power control design), energy consumption
per bit, transmit power, and average bit rate are evaluated with respect to various
MI transmission ranges. A comparison for DEAP is carried out with two fixed mod-
ulation/FEC combinations, i.e., BPSK/No FEC and BFSK/BCH(63,57,1), and one
cross-layer design following the framework that provides centralized power control by
(8). The QoS requirements for the transmissions are set as follows: an expected hop
delay 0.9 s, the outage delay probability of less than 0.8, and a maximal tolerable
PER of 10−4 with a packet length of 20 Bytes. Also, the weight vector from applica-
tion is set at w1 = 0.7 for energy consumption and w2 = 0.3 for link throughput, and
the high interference scenario is 0.02 W noise in addition to MAI power level.
In Figures 9 and 10, the transmitted energy and power of fixed modulation/FEC
combinations for a successfully decoded payload bit at the receiver are always higher
than the cross-layer designs. Furthermore, regarding the cross-layer solutions, as cen-
tralized power control assumes more available network information (i.e., the trans-
mitted power level of both one- and two-hop neighbors), it consumes less energy at a
lower power level than the proposed distributed solution (i.e., DEAP). However, such
assumption can only be achieved theoretically via a great deal of control signaling
exchanges, which is impossible in practical energy-limited scenarios such as WUSNs.
DEAP, however, permits the only information required by the transmitter to
become received noise plus the MAI power level at the receiver (i.e., information
from one-hop neighbors). The energy it consumes is close to that of the centralized
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Figure 9: Energy per bit for the centralized cross-layer solution, the cross-layer
DEAP, and two fixed modulation/FEC combinations.



























Figure 10: Transmitted power for the centralized cross-layer solution, the cross-layer
DEAP, and two fixed modulation/FEC combinations.
design and attains the same level under long transmission distances. The impact of
coil angle misalignment is also presented for the cross-layer design, but the layered
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schemes cannot obtain the solution with practical applications. Under this setting,
the consumed energy of DEAP and the centralized designs are almost the same under
short transmission distances.
Figure 11 further provides the achievable average bit rates with respect to layered
solutions (i.e., BFSK;BCH(63, 57, 1) and BPSK;No FEC) and cross-layer solutions
(i.e., Centralized Cross-layer and DEAP). The cross-layer design is favored because
its bit rate is higher than that of the layered solution. The proposed DEAP also
outperforms the centralized scheme for nearly all transmission distances and allows
a much higher bit rate, especially under middle transmission ranges. After all, our
distributed solution is not confined by the severe power constraints from two-hop
neighbors as the centralized solution, which always considers the worst-case scenario.
Instead, DEAP employs a non-cooperative game to distributively control the trans-
mitted power of each sensor, thus enjoying higher throughput.




























Figure 11: Average bit rate for the centralized cross-layer solution, the cross-layer
DEAP, and two fixed modulation/FEC combinations.
To sum up, DEAP not only consumes nearly the same level of energy as the
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centralized design but also attains remarkable link throughput over bandwidth-limited
MI communication channels. As discussed previously, It also provides much lower
computation complexity for great practicability in WUSNs.
2.8.2 End-to-End Data Flow
This section examines the interactions between MAC and routing functionalities via
end-to-end energy and throughput performance. We build two layered protocol ar-
chitectures (i.e., Protocols 1 and 2) for a comparison with our proposed design. The
detail configurations follow:
• [Protocol 1] is built of Geographical Routing, DS-CDMA, Distributed Power
Control, and MI Channel Model.
This protocol configuration employs previously proposed distributed power con-
trol and a DS-CDMA (via chaotic code) scheme for physical and MAC layers,
respectively. The routing algorithm reduces the distance from the transmitter
to the destination by selecting the next closet node to the destination as the
next hop.
• [Protocol 2] is built of TPL-Based Greedy Routing, DS-CDMA, Distributed
Power Control and an MI Channel Model.
This protocol configuration is similar to protocol 1 configuration, except that
the routing decision is based on the channel quality of the transmitter with its
neighbors. The channel quality is measured in terms of the transmitted power
level (TPL) for successfully bit decoding at the receiver. The node that most
strongly minimizes the required transmitted power is selected as the next hop.
While the above layered protocol 1 and protocol 2 apply previously proposed func-
tionalities to some extent, they consider only their related layers without information
sharing but with reasonable assumptions for the other layers. These architectures
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along with our distributed design, are evaluated in a 3D underground cube with the
volume 10× 10× 10 m3. A variable number of sensors (from 10 to 50) are uniformly
deployed in such an area, and three source-destination pairs are randomly selected
among them. To establish more practical and reasonable scenarios, we restrict the
maximum transmission range of a transceiver pair to 12 m, suggested by the previ-
ous results, as it costs too much energy and gains little throughput under too long
distances.
Figures 12 and 13 show normalized energy and a successfully received packet rate
for end-to-end data flow. As the number of sensors increases, so does the number
of routes that provide better end-to-end performance, leading to greater cooperative
diversity. Such advantages are the result of less energy consumption and more achiev-
able throughput in all three protocols. Specifically, without exchanging information
among the variety of layer functionalities and adopting layered approach, protocol
1 selects the set of nodes that sequentially move closest to the destination, mainly
concerning the geographical progression and providing the worst performance. As for
protocol 2, it minimizes the required transmitted power along the multi-hop trans-
portation, which trades more link transmissions and thus longer routes for better
energy savings. Yielding the best energy and throughput performance concurrently,
our schemes surpass both protocols with at least 50% energy savings and a 6 dB
throughput gain, the result of jointly optimizing the communication functionalities
of different layers, producing synergy that enhance end-to-end system performance.
Because of its outstanding energy and spectral efficiencies accompanied by low com-
putational complexity, the proposed DEAP strongly suits underground environments.
Therefore, we introduce a new paradigm for reliable and efficient MI communication
and offer a novel avenue towards distributed cross-layer design in WUSNs.
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Figure 12: Normalized energy consumption for the cross-layer DEAP and the layered
framework of protocols 1 and 2.










































Figure 13: Normalized successfully received packet rate for the cross-layer DEAP
and the layered framework of protocols 1 and 2.
2.9 Highlights
In this chapter, we developed the distributed environment-aware protocol (DEAP), a
fully distributed cross-layer protocol framework for MI-based WUSNs. Satisfying the
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QoS requirements of diverse applications it achieves optimal energy consumption and
high throughput efficiency with low computational complexity. We address the inter-
action of key underground communication functionalities and a distributed cross-layer
design and ensure that DEAP efficiently utilizes the bandwidth-limited MI channels
in WUSNs. Its designated distributed power control enables the DS-CDMA mecha-
nism via chaotic codes for reliable link transmissions with limited available network
information. In addition, it guarantees statistical delay constraints and achieves opti-
mal link throughput by solving the framework with respect to the given code length.
Building on these results, we employ a two-phase decision strategy to sequentially
tackle two sub-problems for optimal feasible energy savings and throughput gain
with low computation complexity for great practicability. A performance evaluation
confirms that the DEAP provides high system throughput and very low energy con-
sumption within a guaranteed delay. Simulation results also confirm its remarkable
energy savings and high throughput gain in a distributed manner, favored by practi-
cal implementation in WUSNs, and that it outperforms layered protocol solutions by
50% in energy savings and 6 dB in throughput gain.
These outstanding energy and spectral efficiencies accompanied with low com-
putational complexity confirm that the proposed DEAP strongly suits underground
environments. Therefore, we introduce a new paradigm for reliable and efficient MI




MI-BASED LOCALIZATION FOR WUSN IN
HYDRAULIC FRACTURES AND OIL RESERVOIRS
In this chapter, we introduce a MI-based localization for wireless underground sensor
networks in hydraulic fractures and oil reservoirs. We develop an MI-based localiza-
tion that accurately and efficiently locates randomly-deployed sensors in underground
environments by leveraging the multi-path fading free nature of MI signals as pub-
lished in [42, 43]. The motivation for this work is provided in Section 3.1, and related
work is discussed in Section 3.2. The system model is introduced in Section 3.3,
and the MI-based localization framework for WUSNs in oil reservoir environment is
introduced in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents fast initial positioning from Alter-
nating Direction Augmented Lagrangian Method (ADM), and Section 3.6 discusses
fine-grained Positioning from Conjugate Gradient Algorithm (CGA). Section 3.7 eval-
uates our MI-based localization framework, and Section 3.8 concludes.
3.1 Motivation
Most applications of WUSNs, such as the monitoring of mine, hydraulic fracture,
and oil reservoirs, are location dependent, so they require precise sensor positions.
However, classical localization solutions based on the propagation properties of elec-
tromagnetic waves do not function well in underground environments because of the
extremely short communication ranges, highly unreliable channel conditions, and
large antenna sizes. Thus, we develop an MI-based localization strategy for WUSNs
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in hydraulic fracture and oil reservoirs. We propose a novel MI-based localization so-
lution, which utilizes the promising features of MI channel and the byproduct of MI-
based communication, that is, received magnetic field strength (RMFS), to guarantee
the accuracy, simplicity, and convenience of the localization strategy. Our solution
jointly applies weighted maximum likelihood estimation (WMLE), semi-definite pro-
gramming (SDP) relaxation, the alternating direction augmented Lagrangian method
(ADM), and the conjugate gradient algorithm (CGA) with regards to an MI-based
communication channel to achieve high positioning accuracy of the wireless sensor
devices (FracBots) in oil reservoirs, while maintaining high computational efficiency.
Using RMFS, we determine a set of distances from the measured respective RMFSs
with respect to two anchors. Then, we process the set of distances through an ordered
sequence of algorithms, namely ADM and CGA to generate the accurate localization
of sensor nodes in underground oil reservoirs.
The main elements of our MI-based localization framework follow:
1. RMFS measurements for designing localization in underground oil reservoirs.
2. A localization framework for WUSNs in underground oil reservoirs.
3. Fast initial positioning by the aternating direction augmented lagrangian method
(ADM).
4. Fine-grained positioning from the conjugate gradient algorithm (CGA).
Figure 14 shows the MI-based localization system design with our contributions.
First, we examine MI-based communication to obtain the distance estimation from
received magnetic field strengths (RMFSs) through the developed channel models.
Second, we establish the localization framework as the problem formulation of joint
weighted maximum likelihood estimation (WMLE) and semidefinite programming
(SDP) relaxation for accurate sensor positioning from noisy distance estimations.
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Figure 14: MI-based localization system design.
Third, we propose the efficient initial positioning from the fast algorithm, ADM, to
provide rough but useful results of sensor locations, and then from the initial results,
we add the fine-grained positioning from a powerful CGA to enhance localization
accuracy in a time-efficient manner.
3.2 Related Work
The majority of the localization algorithms focus on terrestrial wireless sensor net-
works. One study [44] provides an overview of localization strategies with the perfor-
mance evaluation of several existing localization systems and proposed three promi-
nent approaches: multidimensional scaling (MDS), simulated annealing (SA), and
semidefinite programming (SDP), respectively. Then a study in [45], building on
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MDS approach, proposed a distributed weighted MDS (dwMDS) that allows a dis-
tributed implementation with minimal required communication, accounts for prior
location information, and uses a weighted cost function that yields heavier weights
for accurate pair-wise measurements. The authors of [46]introduce a collaborative
localization approach that uses MDS as an initialization method in which maximum
likelihood estimation further improves the initial results with its fast convergence.
However, the drawback of MDS is that it is computationally complex and requires
a large amount of information. In addition, the poor noise resistance of MDS also
requires an additional design, limiting its practical use. To address the distance mea-
surement errors in centralized SA-based algorithms, a study in [47] provided an, the
analysis of flip ambiguities and the a robust localization approach. Unfortunately,
the heuristic-based algorithms mentioned above introduce several critical issues such
as the convergence rates, the feasibility to the optimal objective values, signaling
exchange overhead, and others.
The authors of [48] employed a fast convex relaxation method for distributed local-
ization implementation that largely depends on the computation capacity of network
devices to locally capture the optimal gradient direction of the objective via infor-
mation broadcasting, which is impossible for WUSNs, whose sensors capabilities and
the number of anchors are often limited. Then a study in [49] applied the convex
relaxation technique to transform the non-convex problem into SDP relaxation for
localization with high noisy distance measurements. Instead of employing SDP, the
authors of [50] proposed another convex relaxation technique, namely the sum of
squares (SoS) method, which provides highly accurate localization performance at
the cost of high computational complexity. Rather than focusing on convex relax-
ation, the author of [51] proposed a polynomial-time non-convex optimization for
the initial node locations sufficient to recover true locations. The above localization
solutions, unfortunately, suffer from poor convergence speed for large-scale networks
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because they do not explore the inherited optimization structure, but simply adopt
optimization packages (e.g., SeDuMi in [49]) for their cumbersome problem formu-
lations. Thus, they cannot be deployed easily on a sensor with limited resources,
especially WUSNs.
A fast algorithm, called alternating direction augmented Lagrangian method (ADM),
has recently been used to provide a powerful leverage for the algorithm analysis re-
sulted from convex relaxation. A study in [52] used ADM for a distributed localization
implementation from edge-based convex programs in large-scale networks. However,
the approach in this study depends primarily on the high computation capacity of
network devices to locally solve a convex relaxation problem via optimization tool-
boxes, which is impossible for WUSNs, which often contain limited sensor capabilities.
Moreover, because of one-step positioning by ADM, performance refinements are ex-
tremely difficult. In this case, to improve the localization accuracy, sensor nodes must
have the capacity to execute computation-intensive software packages iteratively. This
task, however,is impossible task because of size and computational limitations posed
by the sensor processor.
3.3 System Model
In hydraulic fracture, it is assumed the FracBots are randomly-deployed and two an-
chors exist as reference points for localization. An MI communication link is formed
by the induction between the primary and the secondary coils. Hence, the anchors
are large dipole antennas inside the drilling well that communicate with the FracBots.
Data from FracBots can be sent back to the anchors by multi-hop communication.
The network model is abstracted mathematically as follows. Without loss of gen-
erality, WUSNs consist of N Fracbots (sensors) with random positions denoted by
set {xi ∈ R2 : 1 ≤ i ≤ N} and two anchors with known positions denoted by
set {ak ∈ R2 : 1 ≤ k ≤ K}. These anchor locations provide reference points for
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other sensors. In addition, through the establishment of channel models for MI-based
communication, two types of information are available when designing localization
systems. In particular, as shown in Figure 15, the channel models provide estimated
distances among sensors, that is, d̂ij, 1 ≤ i ≤ N and j ∈ NHi where NHi denote the
neighbor set of sensor i, and between anchors and sensors, that is, d̂ik, 1 ≤ i ≤ N
and 1 ≤ k ≤ K, from the respective RMFS. Note that while anchors often support a
more flexible design that enables communication in much larger transmission ranges,
it is assumed that direct communication links between each anchor to every sensor
exist. Therefore, the localization system aims to provide unknown sensor locations
according to the given anchor locations and estimated distances. This system will be
implemented in a local or remote computing control center, that connects to a small
number of designated anchors.
Figure 15: Randomly-deployed WUSNs (FracBots) in oil reservoir.
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3.4 MI-Based Localization Framework
In this section, we first introduce MI channel modeling and then formulate the MI-
based localization framework through a designated cost function and SDP relaxation.
The entire framework of the proposed underground localization is illustrated in Fig-
ure 14.
3.4.1 MI-Channel Model and Node-to-Node Distance Measurement
Through MI communication, data information is carried by a time varying magnetic
field generated by a modulated sinusoid current along an MI coil antenna at the trans-
mitter. The receiver retrieves the information by demodulating the induced current
along the receiving coil antenna. Since the magnetic field does not exhibit multi-path
behavior, given the RMFS, the distance between the transmitter and the receiver can
be uniquely estimated with regards to AWGN channels in MI-based communication.
Specifically, a previous study [16] was able to apply transformer circuit models to
accurately obtain the path loss of MI-based communication, thus providing required






where Pr [dBm] and Pt [dbm] are the received power and the transmission power,
respectively, LMI [dB] is the path loss in dB, N is a zero mean Gaussian distributed
random variable with standard deviation φ that accounts for the background noise.
Given the RMFS measurement, Pij, between a transmitter i and a receiver j, a
maximum likelihood estimation of the distance, dij, between the transmitter and
the receiver can be determined based on parameters such as coil dimensions, coil
orientations, and transmission medium conductivity.
Two major advantages of the MI-based distance estimation method over the con-
ventional electromagnetic (EM)-based solution are summarized as follows:
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1. Resistant to the multi-path effect: Since the magnetic field does not ex-
hibit multi-path behavior, given the received MI signal strength, the distance
between the receiver and the transmitter can be uniquely identified. Unlike the
EM-based distance measurement, This measurement consists of a single value
of the received EM signal strength that may correspond to multiple distance
estimations.
2. Insensitivity to environmental condition changes: The RMFS is not af-
fected by dynamic environmental parameters in underground environments such
as humidity, temperature, and pressure. Therefore, the RMFS-based localiza-
tion algorithm is high accurate regardless of how dramatically these environ-
mental parameters change.
3.4.2 RMFS Measurements for Designing Localization in Underground
Oil Reservoirs
The main elements used in RMFS measurements for designing localization in oil
reservoirs are as follows:
1. Temperature, electrical permittivity and magnetic permeability.
2. Estimated distances from RMFS measurements via the channel model.
As MI-based communication enjoys unique multi-path and fading free propaga-
tion properties, we derive the distance estimations between two coils from RMFSs.
In particular, as MI-based communication will be affected by few environmental pa-
rameters, the path-losses and thus RMFS measurements are a function of operating
temperature T , the electrical permittivity of medium ε, and the magnetic perme-
ability of medium µ. The distance between the transmitter and receiver coils can be
uniquely identified from the RMFS measurements. We apply this estimation method-
ology to obtain the estimated distances between pair-wise sensors d̂ij and between
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sensors and anchors d̂ik. Transmission distance d can be uniquely estimated from the
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}
. (14)
In short, the great novelty of the proposed MI-based localization approach stems
from its use of the unique multi-path and fading free propagation properties of MI-
based signals; as a result, it is an accurate, simple, and convenient localization algo-
rithm.
3.4.3 Underground Localization: Error Function and SDP
Based on the RMFS-based distance estimation strategy, we formulate the localization
framework via an error function and SDP relaxation, the purpose of which is to
minimize errors between estimated and actual positions. In other words, we aim to
find sensor positions that minimize the designated error function given the estimated
distances in Eq. (14). Towards this end, we define the estimation errors in our
localization system as
εij = ‖xi − xj‖2 − d̂2ij
εik = ‖xi − ak‖2 − d̂2ik
, (15)
where {xi}1≤i≤N is the set of sensor positions, {ak}1≤k≤K is the set of anchor positions,
and d̂ij (d̂ik) are estimated node-to-node distances, obtained from Eq. (14).
Given X := [x1, . . . , xN ], we minimize error function f(X) to estimate sensor
positions (i.e., X̂) as follows. Specifically, we have











(‖xi − ak‖2 − d̂2ik)2, (16)
where the first portion of f(X) stems from the estimation mismatch among sensors
and the second portion of f(X) from the mismatch among sensors and anchors. Eq.
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(16) implies that error function f(X), seen as the L2 norm of errors from a given
estimate of X, is a fourth-degree polynomial function.
Based on the error function minimization in Eq. (16), we apply SDP relaxation








s.t. (0; ei − ej)TZ(0; ei − ej) = εij + d̂2ij ∀(i, j)






where the relaxation indicates that the last equation relaxes from Y = XTX to
Y  XTX, and I denotes the identity matrix. As a result of the SDP relaxation
of Y  XTX, the non-convex optimization problem defined in Eq. (17) becomes a
convex one, which is easier to solve. The high-rank property of SDP relaxation [53],
nevertheless, lifts the obtained solution into a higher dimensional space, that is, higher
than R2 in Eq. (17), resulting in smaller estimation errors which, in turn, necessitates
the design of a rounding operation that obtains the solution with accurate dimen-
sionality, (i.e., R2).
In the following sections, we first propose a fast convergent scheme for the problem
in Eq. (17) through the ADM, discussed in Section 3.5, which has controllable com-
putation complexity. Then we propose a time-efficient search algorithm through the
CGA, explained in Section 3.6, which yields a highly accurate localization solution
within the R2 for randomly-deployed sensors in WUSNs.
3.5 Fast Initial Positioning from the Alternating Direction
Augmented Lagrangian Method (ADM)
This section presents the key steps of fast initial positioning from ADM:
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1. Utilize the parameters given by the MI-based localization framework for the
design of fast initial positioning.
2. Formulate primal and dual variables that enable the fast algorithm, ADM, for
the joint WMLE and SDP relaxation problem.
3. Derive the updating rules of primal and dual variables to obtain initial sensor
locations through a highly time-efficient manner.
When the number of constraints of the SDP problem approaches the order of
unknown parameters, interior point methods [41], as conventional solutions to the
SDP problem, become impractical with regard to both computation time and storage
at each iteration. By contrast, ADM [54], a fast first-order method, requires much
less computation and storage and could further take advantage of its problematic
structure such as sparsity. Thus, it is more suitable and sometimes the only practical
choice for solving large-scale SDPs. In the following, we first examine a specific SDP
form of a localization problem. We then propose a fast initial positioning through
ADM for the SDP problem. Finally, we analyze the convergence rate to verify the
fast convergence of the proposed solution.
3.5.1 Underground Localization SDP Problem
To effectively utilize fast-convergent ADM for solving the localization SDP problem,
we need to transform the original SDP in Eq. (17). Specifically, we first reformulate
Eq. (17) into a matrix form as follows:
min εT ε
s.t. 〈Aij, Z〉 = εij + d̂2ij ∀(i, j)




where ε := [εij]








( ak −ei )
(19)
denote two auxiliary matrices with respect to the constraints presented in Eq. (17).
Like the interpretation of the original SDP, in Eq. (18), that of the objective function
aims to minimize mismatch errors from location estimation, and the constraint func-
tions indicate two causes of estimation mismatch as well as SDP relaxation. Further-
more, we combine the constraints of Aij and Āik in Eq. (18) into a single constraint
as follows:
A(Z) := [〈Aij, Z〉, 〈Āik, Z〉]T
= [εij + d̂
2
ij, εik + d̂
2
ik]
T := b(ε) (20)
where A(Z) is the linear map of Z. Finally, we formulate the underground localiza-
tion problem as a specific SDP that can be further solved by ADM [54] shown in
Section 3.6, as follows:
min εT ε
s.t. A(Z) = b(ε)
Z  0
. (21)
To optimize sensor localization, we assume the following for the for localization
problem throughout this work: that optimal solution exists for localization in Eq.
(17); that is, matrices {Aij, Āik}i,j,k have full row rank and the Slater condition [53]
holds for Eq. (21).
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3.5.2 Fast Initial Positioning Through ADM for Underground Localiza-
tion
To solve the problem in Eq. (21), we exploit the widely-adopted ADM framework [54]
for solving SDP problems. However, the framework in [54] cannot be directly applied
to our special underground localization formulation (i.e., a specific SDP problem in
Eq. (21)) without a further detailed examination and derivations. Specifically, first
while the analysis in [54] works on the dual problem of the standard SDP, the consid-
ered objective function in [54] is linear. However, ours is nonlinear (quadratic) and
thus complicates the primal iteration of ε as indicated by Eq. (23). Second, the con-
straint related to the semi-definiteness condition [54] differs from ours. More specifi-
cally, in [54], a semi-definite matrix is added to the output of the adjoint operator of











from Eq. (20). In our work, however, the semi-definite matrix Z is the input of linear
map A (i.e., functional operations), which entails involved iterations of primal Z and
dual Λ as in Eqs. (24) and (25), respectively. In the following, we present a rigorous
and fast-convergent positioning algorithm based on ADM [54] with the specific SDP
formulation in Eq. (21).
First, the transformation from the SDP formulation in Eq. (21) to an augmented
Lagrangian function, which is standard [54, 55] can be derived as Lµ(Z, ε,Λ) = ε
T ε+
〈Λ, A(Z)− b(ε)〉+ 1
2µ
‖A(Z)− b(ε)‖2F where µ > 0 is related to the penalty parameter
and Λ is the dual variable. Next, ADM works with Lµ to yield the updating rules of
primal and dual variables. Specifically, we solve the problem of minε,Z0 Lµ(Z, ε,Λ)
on the mth iteration for Zm+1 and εm+1, starting from dual Λ0 = 0. We then update
the dual variable Λm+1 by Λ
m+1 = Λm+ A(Z
m+1)−b(εm+1)
µ
. Moreover, inspired by [55], to
avoid the time-consuming operation of jointly minimizing Lµ with primal Z and ε, we
minimize the augmented Lagrangian function Lµ for Z and ε iteratively. Specifically,
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the updating rules for primal and dual variables are












Note that as similar convergence results and numerical performance can be yielded
through any order [54, 55], the order of above Eqs. (22a)-(22c) is not relevant. Upon
this stage, the proposed SDP relaxation in Eq. (17) is completely solved by the
time-efficient updating approach of Eqs. (22a)-(22c).
To further ease the computational complexity of the updating rules [55], we exploit
several mathematical operations for primal variables ε and Z. More specifically, we
apply (i) first-order optimality [41] to Eq. (22a) for an explicit solution and (ii)
eigenvalue decomposition to ease the minimization problem in Eq. (22b). First,
we derive the optimality condition for εm+1 in Eq. (22a) as ∇εLµ(Zm, εm+1,Λm) =
2εm+1 −Λm − 1
µ
[A(Zm)− b(εm+1)] = 0. Thus, we obtain the updating rule of primal
variable εm+1 = ε(Zm,Λm) as
ε(Z,Λ) = −(2µ+ 1)−1[D − A(Z)− µΛ] (23)
where b(ε) = ε + D from Eq. (20). As mentioned, Eq. (23) is re-derived because of
the nonlinear objective function of our specific SDP formulation in Eq. (21).
Next, regarding Zm+1 in Eq. (22b), we rearrange the terms of Lµ(Z, ε
m+1,Λm)
and verify that Eq. (22b) is equivalent to minZ ‖A(Z) − V m+1‖2F , Z  0 where
V m+1 := V (εm+1,Λm) and V (ε,Λ) := b(ε) − µΛ. Note that the equivalent problem
here differs from that in [55] because of the differences in their semi-definiteness
conditions. Also, if we assume that Um+1 = (A∗A)−1A∗(V m+1) with adjoint operator
A∗, and that A∗A is invertible. By the eigenvalue decomposition, we thus obtain the
explicit solution of the updating rule of primal variable Zm+1 as




where PΣP T is the spectral decomposition of matrix Um+1 with nonnegative Σ+






which implies that A∗(Λm+1) = 1
µ
(A∗A)(Zm+1 − Um+1) = 1
µ
(A∗A)(Um+1‡ ), where
Um+1‡ := −P‡Σ−P T‡ and it can be solved in polynomial-time from a simple linear
matrix inequality (LMI).
Specifically, while the generic work in [55] has a direct implication, our LMI in-
volves both linear mapping and an adjoint operator.
With the above accomplishments, we yield the proposed ADM in Algorithm 3.





ik), 1 ≤ i ≤ N, j ∈ NHi, 1 ≤ k ≤ K
Output xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N
Initialize primal Z0  0 and dual Λ0  0
for m = 0, 1, . . . do
Calculate εm+1 from Eq. (23)
Calculate V m+1, Um+1, eigenvalue decomposition of Um+1, and Zm+1 from Eq. (24)
Calculated Λm+1 from Eq. (25)
end
Furthermore, we present the solid convergence analysis of this algorithm. which
yields the global linear convergence. That is, Algorithm 3 can converge to the optimal
solutions at rate O(1/m), where m is the number of applied iterations.
3.6 Fine-Grained Positioning from the Conjugate Gradient
Algorithm (CGA)
This section presents the key steps of fine-grained positioning from CGA as follows:
1. Refine the initial location results from ADM through the design of fine-grained
positioning.
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2. Formulate the optimal criterion of the best estimated locations by examining
the gradient of the WMLE objective function.
3. Derive the updating iterations with the construction of conjugate directions
for efficient optimal point searching, called CGA, which provide final accurate
location estimations.
After solving SDP relaxation from the proposed ADM, the solution obtained from
SDP relaxation has a high-rank property. For example, in a 2D reservoir fracture,
the high-rank optimal solution from the proposed ADM should be translated into a
2D location solution without losing optimality. In other words, from the results of
fast initial positioning, we can fine-tune the sensor positioning to further increase the
location accuracy. This approach is easily realized through the design of a searching
algorithm for the optimal location solution in the correct dimensionality. In the fol-
lowing, we begin by examining the straightforward method, steepest descent (SD),
which utilizes the gradient of the objective function to search the minimum. Then,
we apply a more sophisticated search approach based on the conjugate gradient al-
gorithm, which exploits the conjugate direction (CD) to outperform the conventional
SD method [41].
3.6.1 Steepest Descent (SD) Method
We first reformulate the objective function in Eq. (16) of the localization problem as
f(X) =
∑
[d̂2ij − (xi − xj)T (xi − xj)]2
+
∑
[d̂2ik − (xi − ak)T (xi − ak)]2. (26)






cases. Note that, ∇f is the decent direction of the objective function in Eq. (26).
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The SD method [41] provides that given X(0), the search iteration follows
X(m+1) = X(m) − αm∇f(X(m))




where αm is the step size of the (m + 1)
th iteration. In other words, it performs
an exact line-search to determine the step size that minimize f(X(m+1)) along the
∇f(X(m)) direction. Hence, it obtains the optimal step size αm of the (m + 1)th
















2 + 2c1c3)αm + 2c2c3 = 0, (29)




































i −ak)]. Note that
the derived equation for αm in Eq. (29) is a third order polynomial, so the analytical
solution of the roots exists. Also, a widely-used Armijo rule [56] can alternatively
serve as a close approximation of the step size.
Through the above gradient-based search, we are able to round the high-dimensional
(rank) solution from the proposed ADM to the desired dimensionality of the sensor
location. In the following, we introduce a more sophisticated search that achieves
optimal points much faster than the steepest descent method and avoids possibly
becoming stuck in local optima.
3.6.2 CGA with Conjugate Direction (CD)
The basic concept of the conjugate gradient algorithm [41] is to minimize the objective
function (e.g., f(X) in Eq. (26)), along with the corresponding conjugate direction
(CD) of each iteration (e.g., d(0) and d(m+1), m ≥ 0 in Eq. (31)), instead of adhering
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to the gradient direction, as it does in the steepest descent method. Specifically,
rather than adopting Eq. (27) in each iteration, the CGA provides that given X(0),
the search iteration follows
X(m+1) = X(m) + αmd
(m) (30)
where d(0) = −∇f(X(0)) determines the gradient direction for the first iteration and
the step size αm is determined by αm = arg minα≥0 Φm(α) where Φm(·) is defined as
Φm(α) := f(X
(m) + αd(m)). If CGA does not approach the minimum point after the
current iteration, it constructs the next CD d(m+1) from the current direction d(m) by
d(m+1) = −∇f(X(m+1)) + βmd(m) (31)
where βm is obtained via the conjugate concept by Fletcher-Reeves [41] as βm =
‖∇f(X(m+1))‖2
‖∇f(X(m))‖2 . In other words, the parameter sets of (αm, βm)m≥0 are obtained as






















where ei = [0























Finally, Algorithm 4 proposes the CGA for fine-grained positioning. To this
end, we completely solve the underground localization with randomly-deployed sen-
sors through the successive execution of the proposed ADM in Algorithm 3 and the
CGA in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 CGA (Fine-Grained Positioning)
Input f(·) from Eq. (26), X(0) := [xT1 , . . . , xTN ]T from Algorithm 3
Output X∗ % Sensor location
Set m = 0; compute d(0) = −∇f(X(0))
while ∇f(X(m)) 6= 0 do
Compute αm according to Eq. (32)
Compute X(m+1) according to Eq. (30)
Compute βm according to Eq. (32)
Compute d(m+1) according to Eq. (31)
Set m = m+ 1
end
Set X∗ = X(m)
3.7 Evaluation of Performance in Oil Reservoirs
We evaluate the proposed MI-based localization solution, that is, Algorithm 3:
ADM and Algorithm 4: CGA, in a practical scenario of 2D oil reservoirs. Simulation
results confirm that our solution achieves great positioning accuracy and functions
well even under severe environment impact in terms of volumetric water content,
favored by the practical implementation in randomly-deployed WUSNs. Figure 16
shows the performance evaluation of the proposed Algorithm 3 and the corresponding
theoretical analysis. We simulate the algorithm within a 2D oil reservoir fracture
under 10% channel estimation errors. There are 60 randomly distributed sensors
with a transmission range of 3.2 m; and two fixed anchors in which each transmission
range covers the entire sensor area. The figure shows that the rapid convergence
rate of rules follows our analytical derivation of O(1/m), validating the convergence
analysis. The proposed ADM provides satisfactory values after 100 iterations which
serves as a desired stopping point.
In the following, we first evaluate two proposed successive algorithms in the 2D
setting for oil reservoir fractures. Then we examine the impact of the underground
environment on localization performance.
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Figure 16: Validation of the fast convergence of Algorithm 3.
3.7.1 2D Localization in the Oil Reservoir Fracture
As shown in Figure 15, two anchors are assumed to be inside a single drilling well,
and sensors are randomly spread in an 8 × 8 [m2] area. Each anchor has a direct
communication link to every sensor within its larger transmission range; we set the
transmission range R of each sensor at 3.2 [m]. The parameters of coil antennas are
set to fit in the thin fracture width (around 3-4 [cm]) at 1 [cm] coil radius, 10 turns,
and R0 = 0.01 [ω/m]. Moreover, we set the operating frequency at 7 [MHz] and
several environmental parameters for the realistic oil reservoir at: 145 [◦C], 30% sand
particles, 20% clay particle, 1.5 [grams/cm3] bulk density, 2.66 [grams/cm3] solid soil
particle density, 30% paramagnetic composites, and 10% ferromagnetic composites.
In addition, to characterize the noise level from the estimation errors, we define the
noise factor (nf) as d̂ij = dij(1 +N(0, 1)× nf), which is a given number between [0, 1]
to control the amount of noise variance. Moreover, to characterize the positioning
accuracy by measuring the estimation mismatch, we define the root-mean-square
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where x is the actual sensor location and x̂ is that obtained from the localization
algorithm.








SDP by ADM: RMSD = 7.45e+000
Figure 17: Sixty sensors with nf=1 after fast initial positioning (ADM).
Figures 17 and 18 show the localization results of 60 unknown sensor locations
under high noise level (nf=1) after fast initial positioning (ADM) and after the en-
tire localization (ADM+CGA), respectively. Blue diamonds at [−4, 4] and [−4,−4]
represent two anchors, green circles refer to the original locations of unknown sensors
and red asterisks refer to their estimated positions.
In Figure 17, although the estimated positions deviate only slightly from the ac-
tual locations after initial positioning by Algorithm 3, this step does not require a
long processing time (i.e., only a few iterations) to obtain useful results. Figure 18
presents more accurate locations further obtained by executing fine-grained position-
ing by Algorithm 4, which reduces the estimation errors in RMSD and enhances
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Refinement by CGA: RMSD = 9.46e−001
Figure 18: Sixty sensors with nf=1 after the entire localization (ADM+CGA).
localization accuracy with the fast search algorithm.
Figures 19 and 20 exhibit similar outcomes for the larger sample size of 100 un-
known sensor locations. Figure 19 shows initial positioning that provides rough loca-
tions with fast processing time, and Figure 20 illustrates fine-grained positioning that
further enhances the performance via a powerful and time-efficient search. Therefore,
the above detailed evaluation confirms that the proposed localization algorithm per-
forms well at high noise levels and is indifferent to network sizes through the fast and
accurate operations of two successive positionings.
Next, we compare the proposed solution (i.e., ADM+CGA) to the benchmark
scheme, which combines a conventional SDP solver and the steepest decent method
(i.e., OPT+SD). Figure 21 shows a performance comparison with 60 sensors in a
low-noise regime. The estimation error is calculated as a percentage of the sensor’s
transmission ranges of a sensor. For both 1.6 [m] and 3.2 [m] transmission ranges, the
proposed solution produces a lower estimation error than the benchmark under all
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SDP by ADM: RMSD = 6.91e+000
Figure 19: One hundred sensors with nf=1 after fast initial positioning (ADM).








Refinement by CGA: RMSD = 7.67e−001
Figure 20: One hundred sensors with nf=1 after the entire localization
(ADM+CGA).
evaluated noise factors. Two solutions exhibit similar performance under a very low-
noise (nf=0.05) regime. Furthermore, Figure 22 shows the corresponding results in a
high-noise regime. The proposed solution outperforms the benchmark and maintains
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Figure 21: Comparison of the proposed solution and the designated algorithm for 60
sensors in various transmission ranges in a low-noise regime.























Figure 22: Comparison of the proposed solution with the designated algorithm for
60 sensors in various transmission rages in a high-noise regime.
noticeable performance improvement along the various noise factors. In summary,
these results verify the superior design of the proposed algorithm, which performs
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accurate and time-efficient localization in randomly-deployed WUSNs.
3.7.2 Impact of the Underground Environment
Although MI-based communication is adopted because of its suitability to under-
ground environments, the water content in the surrounding areas greatly affects its
quality. In particular, if more electrolytes are in the environments, they will signif-
icantly degrade the induction-based communication and thus MI-based localization.
To illustrate this phenomenon, we randomly deploy 60 sensors, each of which can
tolerate a maximum path loss of 120 [dB], in an oil reservoir. Figure 23 illustrates
the negative impact of the electrical conductivity stemming from the various water
contents. The salty water causes substantial signal conductivity, impairs the signal
induction, and thus yields the worst RMSD values.



























Figure 23: Impact of conductivity on the localization performance of the proposed
solution in an oil reservoir environment. σ0 is electrical conductivity at 20
oC.
Unlike the impact of the water content, the effect of the noise level is extremely
low, that is, nf=0.05. In this scenario, the localization result of 15% volumetric water
content (VWC) can approach that in dry areas. However, as noise increases, the
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Figure 24: Impact of VWC on the localization performance of the proposed solution
in an oil reservoir environment.
performance difference between the wet and dry areas also increases. In addition,
focusing on normal water content with conductivity σ0 = 5× 10−2, Figure 24 shows
the impact of different volumes of water content on localization. The results show that
when the VWC increases, the performance difference is not obvious until it reaches
very high noise levels. In fact, larger VWC triggers more signal conductivity than
induction and damages communication and thus localization performance.
3.8 Highlights
In this chapter, we developed a novel MI-based localization algorithm that takes
advantage of the promising features of the MI channel. Our solution jointly ap-
plies WMLE (weighted maximum likelihood estimation), SDP (semi-definite pro-
gramming) relaxation, ADM (alternating direction augmented Lagrangian method),
and CGA (conjugate gradient algorithm) with regards to the MI-based communica-
tion channel to achieve high positioning accuracy of wireless sensor devices (FracBots)
in oil reservoirs while maintaining high computational efficiency. The fundamental
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challenge for localization in randomly-deployed WUSNs is addressed by exploiting
RMFS measurements from MI-based communication and fast, accurate successive
positioning algorithms. Leveraging the multi-path and fading free nature of MI-based
communication, RMFS from AWGN channel modeling serves as location-dependent
information for the localization algorithm designs. Moreover, the fast ADM provides
useful initial positioning within a few iterations, and the powerful CGA refines the ini-
tial results into highly accurate node positions. A performance evaluation confirmed
that the proposed localization algorithm by guaranteeing considerable positioning
accuracy represents a novel paradigm for localization in randomly-deployed WUSNs.
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CHAPTER IV
OPTIMAL ENERGY PLANNING FOR
SELF-CONTAINED WUSN IN HYDRAULIC
FRACTURES AND OIL RESERVOIRS
In this chapter, we propose optimal energy planning for wireless underground sensor
networks in hydraulic fractures and oil reservoirs. We develop an accurate energy
model framework of a linear sensor network topology that gives feasible sensor trans-
mission rates and network topology while guaranteeing sufficient energy as published
in [57]. The motivation for this work is provided in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 discusses
related work, Section 4.3 introduces the system model, and Section 4.4 examines
the influence of magnetic-inductive channels on communication functionality. Sec-
tion 4.5 introduces an optimal energy planning framework for wireless self-contained
sensor networks, Section 4.6 presents an evaluation of our optimal energy planning
framework, and Section 4.7 concludes.
4.1 Motivation
Wireless sensor nodes are a promising technology for collecting data in real time from
underground environments. Such nodes, however, are not sufficient for transmitting
the required data within a power budget because of limitations of their very small
size and the environment. To overcome limitations caused by harsh environmental
conditions and power constraints, we propose an accurate energy model framework
of a linear sensor network topology, illustrated in Figure 25 that gives feasible sensor
transmission rates and network topology while consistently guaranteeing sufficient
energy. Since magnetic induction communication channels are employed, we begin
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by examining the non-flat MI fading channels to obtain the accurate received signal
qualities. Then we design MI-based modulation and error control coding schemes
and evaluate the energy consumption for MI transmissions to determine the optimal
rate of sensor transmissions and the number of sensors while satisfying the sensor
packet error rate and energy constraints. We confirm the accuracy of our model via
























Figure 25: Network topology of the MI-based sensor network inside an oil fractured
reservoir.
4.2 Related Work
Energy-constrained wireless sensor networks are typically powered by batteries that
have limited operation time. Although replacing or recharging the batteries can pro-
long the lifetime of the network to a certain extent, it either incurs high costs or it
is virtually impossible (e.g., for sensors embedded in building structures or under-
ground sensors such as those in oil reservoirs). A more convenient alternative is to
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harvest energy from the environment. The available common sources of energy are
solar, wind and radio-frequency (RF) signals. For example, EM carries energy in
the form of electric and magnetic fields that can be converted into energy, stored
at the receiving front-end, and used to power the nodes of the WSN. The ability to
transfer energy via contact-less RF ensures that the sensor nodes remain operational
for a long time without the need of costly battery replacement efforts. Hence, this
area of research has been the focus of several studies [58] and [59]. For example, one
study [58] first proposed a capacity-energy function that characterizes the fundamen-
tal tradeoff in simultaneous information and energy transfer. For the single-antenna
or SISO (single-input single-output) AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) channel
with amplitude-constrained inputs, the study showed the existence of nontrivial trade-
offs between maximizing the information rate and power transfer by optimizing the
input distribution. Another study [59] extended the work in [58] to frequency-selective
single antenna AWGN channels with an average power constraint by showing that
a non-trivial tradeoff exists between frequency domain power allocation for maximal
information and energy transfer.
RF energy harvesting (RFH) has emerged as a promising technology that has
emerged for alleviating the node energy and network lifetime bottlenecks of wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) is RF energy harvesting (RFH), in which the RF radiation
pattern can simultaneously carry information and energy. These features have been
exploited in multi-hop energy transfer (MHET) and combined with data transfer
over the same RF signal (referred to as ”simultaneous wireless information and power
transfer,” or SWIPT), without requiring critical alignment of the nodes [60].
The authors of [16] proposed coil deployment algorithms for MI-based WUSNs.
Considering wireless power transfer, a study in [17] presented a propagation model
and MI link budget for wireless power transfer systems. Then a paper [18] employed
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the MI technique that efficiently transferred wireless energy over relatively long dis-
tances. For synchronous small-scale sensor networks, another paper formulated a
cross-layer energy and delay optimization method [22] as a convex problem to quan-
tify the tradeoff between delay and energy consumption.
4.3 System Model
In this section, we explain the system model for an underground wireless sensor net-
work and the energy consumption and harvesting model of the entire sensor network
system. Figure 25 illustrates the system architecture of the MI-based sensor network,
which has two layers:
1. FracBot (sensor) that are injected into the fracture during the hydraulic
fracturing process. Since the fracture is very thin, their positions are randomly
distributed and linear inside the fracture. The wireless sensor nodes have no
power source, but they are wirelessly charged by radiation from the base station
inside the wellbore.
2. A base station that consists of a large antenna at the wellbore connected to
a gateway located.
4.3.1 Linear Network Topology in Underground Environments
The characteristics of oil reservoirs and hydraulic fractures determine the network
topology. Fractures, which average 0.01 m wide and 1 m high, can reach up to 100 m
long. Based on the fractures characteristics, the positions of the sensors are random,
static, and linear inside the fracture. Thus, we assume a static linear topology for the
wireless sensor network inside the fracture as illustrated in Figure 26, which shows
that energy is transferred and harvested in a one-hop energy fashion while data are
transmitted in a multi-hop fashion.
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Figure 26: Topology of the MI-based sensor network in underground environments.
According to the system architecture described previously, we propose a three-
stage operational structure as follows:
1. A one-hop radiative energy charging stage in which the base station radiates
energy into a fracture and communicates with the sensor nodes. The base sta-
tion is located at the wellbore and equipped with an ultra-high transmission
power antenna that allows for the use of a MHz frequency to radiate EM sig-
nals and transfer energy through the reservoir medium to the MI sensor nodes
distributed in the fractured reservoir.
2. A multi-hop MI-communications stage in which the sensor nodes use the MI
communication mechanism to transmit the sensed data to the nearest neigh-
boring node, and by consecutive relaying, the multi-hop transmission route is
used to transmit the data back to the base station. The sensor nodes have no
self-power source but instead, harvest energy from the EM radiation generated
by the base station. It should be noted that the sensor nodes will not operate
until they collect sufficient energy.
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3. A backbone communications stage in which the base station receives the sensed
data from the sensor nodes in the fractures and then forwards the data through
an above-ground gateway.
4.3.2 Energy Consumption and Energy Harvesting for Wireless Self-Contained
Sensor Networks
The downlink energy charge operates in a one-hope fashion to charge the entire sensor
network. Because the fracture is extremely narrow, the size of the sensor nodes is
extremely small, which limits the battery capacity. Consequently, a small battery
cannot store enough power for the sensors to perform communication and sensing
functionalities. As a result, the battery is replaced by an ultra-capacitor to store
the harvested energy for the sensor operations. Accordingly, it is crucial to employ
an accurate energy charging and consumption model since the capacity to transmit
sensed data depends on the amount of harvested energy. From the channel models
obtained in [8], the base station antenna generates an EM field in the MHz frequency
range to transfer energy and transmits data to the sensor nodes in the fracture. As
the EM field is influenced by inhomogeneous environment, and various fluids such as
crude oil and proppants inside the fracture (and materials outside the fracture are
soil and rock), the liquids and materials affect the path loss of the downlink channels.
Hence, a balance between transferred and consumed energy is mandatory, enabling
the entire sensors network to perform all sensing activities and rely on data to the
base station.
4.4 Influence of Magnetic-Inductive Channels on Commu-
nication Functionality
To support reliable MI transmissions in underground, the peculiarity of MI communi-
cation channels (i.e., non-flat fading in the frequency response) should be investigated
in detail. In this section, we first examine the non-flat MI fading channels to obtain
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accurate received signal quality. Based on these, we design MI-based modulation and
error control coding schemes and evaluate the energy consumption for MI transmis-
sions.
4.4.1 Non-Flat Magnetic Inductive Fading Channels
As magnetic induction serves as a feasible solution for underground communica-
tion [8], a careful examination of its peculiar channel response is needed. First,
Figure 27 illustrates the coil antennas used as the front-ends for MI transmissions
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Figure 27: Front-end and receiver architecture for MI communication.
Our previous work [8] shows that MI communication encounters fewer channel
variations than EM waves, which produce undesired noise, mainly from the thermal
vibration of the circuit elements. Therefore, this make additive white gaussian noise
(AWGN) to be applicable as an accurate assumption for the channel. Specifically,
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the received MI signal can be formulated as
r(t) = s(t) ∗ h(t) + n(t) (34)
where s(t) denotes transmitted signals from a sensor transmitter, h(t) denotes the
impulse response of the MI channel, and n(t) represents environmental noise. Second,
through the matched filter design for the MI receiver architecture, shown in Figure 27,








, sk + nk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n (35)
where nk is a Gaussian random variable with a zero mean and N0/2 variance,
and fk corresponds to the kth operating frequency, implying that the mean and the
variance of received MI symbol rk are








respectively. These values will be used to calculate the energy consumption of MI
transmissions in later sections. In addition, with the aid of the transformer model
for MI-based transceivers in general underground settings from our previous study,
we are able to accurately characterize the channel response HMI(f) for MI-based
transmissions in specific oil reservoirs.
Figure 28 shows the frequency response and the 3-dB bandwidth of MI channels
in oil reservoirs. Specifically, through precise parameter settings for oil reservoirs,
the results indicate that the transmission bandwidth of this MI system is still around
1 KHz (similar to the case in general underground environments) with a 10 MHz
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Figure 28: Frequency response HMI(f) of MI channels in oil reservoirs.
operating frequency. The 1 KHz transmission bandwidth is sufficient for the specific
applications of oil reservoir sensing and monitoring. Moreover, in this bandwidth,
the MI channel response lies non-flat, which significantly affects the received signal
quality and the design of the communication functionalities. In the following, we
account for this effect in the modulation and error coding scheme.
4.4.2 Magnetic Inductive-Based Modulation and Error Control Coding
As complicated modulation techniques consume more energy, they are not recom-
mended for energy-constraint underground sensor networks. To this end, we select
two simple but suitable modulation schemes, BPSK and 16-QAM, for our specific ap-
plication to oil reservoirs. Moreover, because of the non-flat MI channel response, we
jointly consider the power spectral density (PSD) of modulated signals and the chan-
nel response, when evaluating received signal strengths and bit error rates (BERs).
The details are given as follows.
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If we assume the adoption of the rectangular shaping pulse for MI-based trans-















where Ts denotes the symbol duration, A and δ
2
r denotes the magnitude and the
variance of MI signals, respectively. Let EMIb and E
MI
s be the received energy of
one bit and one symbol over MI channels, respectively. This implies that EMIb =
EMIs / log2M for MQAM modulation. Hence, given Es as the energy of transmitted







implying that in order to capture the non-flat fading effect, the equivalent energy
loss resulting from MI transmissions has a more complicated form (i.e., through the
integration over the product of the signal PSD and the channel response). Figures 29
and 30 present a case study for 16-QAM modulated MI signals. The results indicate
that as the feasible transmission bandwidth is small (i.e., around 1 KHz) for MI
communication, the signal PSD can be considered a constant in this bandwidth,
which will be true for most widely-used modulation schemes.
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Figure 29: The PSD of the modulated signal.













Figure 30: The comparison of frequency response HMI(f) and PSD.
Hence, the energy calculation in Eq. (40) will be greatly simplified. Finally,
with the above accomplishments, we can obtain the BER for BPSK and MQAM



















We further consider the MI-based channel coding as follows. Specifically, the au-
tomatic repeat request (ARQ) requires timeouts and acknowledgements, which rep-
resent significant overhead for energy-limited underground sensor networks. Hence,
we select forward error correction (FEC) to enhance link transmission reliability. In
particular, multilevel cyclic BCH (Bose, Ray-Chaudhuri, Hocquenghem) codes are
preferable to convolutional codes because of their energy-efficiency [33]. To this end,
we adopt BCH codes BCH(n, k, t) with rate RC = k/n in our work, where n denotes
the block length, k the payload length, and t the correcting capability of the bit error
(i.e., t < n). Specifically, given the BER ξ from Eq.(41), Eq.(42) and L[bit] as the
packet length, the packet error rate (PER) Φi for the data transmissions between
sensors xi and xi+1 is obtained as





 ξji (1− ξi)n−j]dLk e. (43)










 ξji (1− ξi)n−j. (44)
As a result, to establish reliable MI communication, we formulate the end-to-end
(i.e., from a sensor to the BS in the wellbore) PER constraint as follows: for sensor
xi, i ∈ N with i hops to the BS in the linear topology,
1− (1− Φi(di))i ≤ Φe2eT , (45)
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where Φe2eT is a given tolerable maximum end-to-end PER, implying that the end-
to-end PER should be no greater than the given tolerable value. Upon this stage,
we have completed the study of the non-flat fading effect in modulation and channel
coding designs.
4.4.3 Energy Consumption for MI Transmissions
Based on the energy modeling in Eq. (40), we are able to characterize the energy
consumption from uplink data transmissions. Specifically, the energy consumption
per bit for sensor xi, i ∈ N with MQAM can be modeled as follows:
Es
log2M
+ 2Eelecb , (46)
where Eelecb is from the required energy per bit by the transmitter and receiver elec-
tronics (e.g., PLLs and bias current), which will be incorporated in our energy plan-
ning framework in Section 4.5.
4.5 Optimal Energy Planning Framework for Wireless Self-
Contained Sensor Networks
From the detailed examination of MI channels and physical-layer communication
functionality, we propose an accurate energy planning framework that facilitates self-
contained sensor networks in oil reservoirs. Specifically, this framework generates
feasible sensors’ transmission rates and network topology while guaranteeing sufficient
energy for all sensors. That is, we formulate the optimization problem of optimal










b (dj) + 2E
elec
b ) ≤ Ehi , ∀i ∈ N (47c)
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where Ehi and λi denote harvested energy (from a stable energy source of the
BS) and the transmission rate of sensor xi, respectively. The objective function in
Eq. (47a) yields the total transmission rate for all N sensors. The constraint in Eq.
(47b) stems from the consideration of reliable MI transmissions for all sensors (i.e.,
applying Eq. (45) for all xi, i ∈ N .) Also, the constraint in Eq. (47c) implies that the
energy consumed by sensor data transmissions should be no greater than the energy
harvested by that sensor. Therefore, this optimization problem will determine the
optimal sensor transmission rate and the optimal number of sensors while satisfying
sensor PER and energy constraints at the same time.
To characterize the energy harvesting (i.e., Ehi ,∀i ∈ N) from the BS in the well-
bore, we adopt the recent results from the energy transfer model in [61]. Specifically,
given d as the distance from the BS to a specific sensor, the corresponding path loss
for this downlink channel can be formulated as





















are the parameters related to the environments (i.e., the fracture) and coil antenna
designs, and
A3 = 2/δ, (51)
which characterizes the skin-depth effect for underground transmissions. The
model parameters are: k1, the wavenumber inside the fracture; k2, the wavenumber
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outside the fracture; µ2, the effective permeability of the soil and rocks outside the
fracture; w, the angular frequency; l, the length of the base station antenna; Ri, the
input resistance of the base station antenna and d, the distance between the base
station and the oil mole. Rc is the resistance of the coil (antenna of oil mole); r,
the radius of the coil; N , the number of turns of the coil and θ, the angle of the coil
positions. Moreover, with this path-loss formulation and the linear network topology








where T ci and ηi denote the charging time and the energy conversion rate of sensor
xi, and PTX the transmitted power of the BS. As a result, the formulated energy
planning problem in Eq. (47) can be easily solved by commercial software solvers
through an exhaustive search.
Working on the network planning problem of a large number of sensors, system
architects often do not require precise values, but rough and meaningful results for
the sensor transmission rate and network topology. Towards this end, we simplify the
formulation in Eq. (47) with the consideration of λi = λ, di = d,R
C
i = R




s.t. 1− (1− Φ(d))N ≤ Φe2eT ; (53a)
iλRC(EMIb (d) + 2E
elec
b ) ≤ Ehi , ∀i ∈ N. (53b)
This problem can then be solved time-efficiently by the proposed Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5 Fast Optimal Energy Planning.
set N = 1
repeat
calculate
λN = mini≤N E
h
i /[iR
C(EMIb (d) + 2E
elec
b )]
set N := N + 1
until N > log(1−Φ(d))(1− Φe2eT )
N∗ = arg maxi iλ




In this section we numerically evaluate the wireless energy charging and energy con-
sumption models and discuss the effect of the BER and PER. It also shows PERs for
16QAM and BPSK modulation techniques and for different BCH codes. We set the
parameters as follows: a transmission bandwidth of 1kHz, a packet size of 100 bytes,
and an operating frequency of 10 MHz.
Figure 31 shows the minimum amount of transmission power required to enable
inter-sensor communication via the MI channel in oil reservoirs. As the distance
between the two sensor nodes increases, the required transmission power also increases
dramatically as a result of the complicated transmission medium.
Figure 32 shows the harvested energy as a function of the distance between the
base station and the sensor nodes in the oil fracture after a charging time of one hour.
The wireless energy charging model shows that the power received by the sensor nodes
overcomes the oil fracture conductivity constraints. For example, at a 25 m distance
from the base station, the harvested energy is around -10 dBmJ, which is sufficient
for charging the ultra-low power MI-based sensor nodes.
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Figure 31: Required power to transmit data from sensor to neighbor sensor.
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Figure 32: Energy received by sensors from the base station.
Figure 33 shows the PER versus the SNR for 16QAM and BPSK modulation
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techniques and for different BCH(n, k, t) codes and no FEC scheme. We set the
transmission range at 2 m, the packet length at 100 Bytes, and the working tem-
perature at 283◦K. While BPSK achieves a smaller BER for any given SNR among
modulation techniques, it results in the best PER performance for every channel cod-
ing scheme. In addition, while consuming more energy, the powerful coding schemes
(i.e., with high error correcting capability) maintain a lower PER for any given SNR.
A tradeoff exists between energy consumption and transmission quality. Figure 34
shows the optimal total transmission rate of the entire network with respect to the
various modulation and coding schemes. The total charging time is set at one hour.
The results imply that BPSK can result in higher transmission rates than 16QAM,
regardless of the channel coding scheme. In addition, the investigated modulation
and coding scheme can achieve an average of 8 Kbps per sensor.























Figure 33: Packet error rate (PER) vs the SNR (dB) for BPSK and 16QAM modu-
lation techniques and BCH(n,k,t) coding schemes.
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Figure 34: Optimal transmission rate for BPSK and 16QAM modulation techniques
and BCH(n,k,t) coding schemes.
4.7 Highlights
This chapter proposed an optimal energy planning approach of a linear oil sensor net-
work topology that ensures an accurate energy model that provides optimal sensor
transmission rates and optimal sensor network planning. We show how the inho-
mogeneous environment strongly affects the downlink and uplink channels inside oil
reservoirs. Since magnetic induction communication channels are employed, we ex-
amine the non-flat fading nature of MI communications to obtain accurate received
signal quality for reliable MI communications inside oil reservoirs. Then, we design
MI-based modulation and error control coding schemes and evaluate the energy con-
sumption for MI transmissions to determine an optimal sensor transmission rate and
number of sensors while satisfying the sensor PER and energy constraints. We also
evaluate modulation and error control coding for transmitting data between nodes.
We obtain the optimal total transmissions rate of the entire network and number of
sensors while satisfing the PER and energy constraints of sensors.
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CHAPTER V
MI-BASED FRACBOT NODE DESIGN FOR
MONITORING HYDRAULIC FRACTURES AND OIL
RESERVOIRS
In this chapter, we design a novel prototype of an MI-based wireless sensor node
(FracBot) to be used as a platform for a new generation of WUSNs for monitoring
hydraulic fractures and unconventional reservoirs as well as measuring other wellbore
parameters as published in [62]. We develop an MI-based wireless sensor node to
demonstrate the feasibility and capability of using MI-based communication in un-
derground environments. In particular, we design and implement a sensor device that
can be used to collect information such as temperature, pressure, chemical composi-
tion and other variables in underground environments. The design and development
is based on short range communication using near field communication (NFC) as a
physical layer combined with an energy harvesting capability and ultra-low power
requirements. This node design is not restricted to oil and gas exploration; it also
presents high potential for use in applications in intelligent agriculture, pipeline fault
diagnosis, mine disaster rescue, concealed border patrol, underground city infrastruc-
ture monitoring, and underwater applications.
Section 5.1 provides the motivation for this work and Section 5.2 discusses the
related work. Section 5.3 presents the hardware design roadmap. Section 5.4 demon-
strates the FracBot hardware design. Section 5.5 presents the NFC/MI antennas




The optimal development of oil and gas fields is significant and necessitates real-time
information such as pressure, temperature, and fluid composition. The need to assess
the rich venues of oil and natural gas reserves demands the design and the develop-
ment of a new technology for monitoring hydraulic fractures and unconventional oil
and gas reservoirs. Such a technology must be capable of monitoring oil reservoirs in
real time so that we can extract more oil to satisfy global energy demand. A promis-
ing technology for collecting data from hydraulic fractures and oil reservoirs in real
time is the wireless sensor nodes. As such nodes, however, have not yet been designed
for this special application, they are not commercially available in the market. The
design of these nodes must overcome limitations caused by small size requirements,
and harsh environmental conditions, and energy constraints. Thus, this work pro-
poses a novel prototype of an MI-based wireless sensor node (FracBot) that can be
used as a platform for a new generation of WUSNs for monitoring hydraulic frac-
tures and unconventional reservoirs as well as measuring other wellbore parameters.
We design and develop the hardware of the MI-based wireless sensor for short range
communication using near field communication (NFC) as a physical layer combined
with an energy harvesting capability and ultra-low power requirements. Although
NFC/MI techniques have been considered unconventional approaches to overcoming
the key challenge of inter-node communication for WUSNs in underground environ-
ment, we have used cost-effective and commercial off-the-shelf components to relize a
design incorporates these characteristics. We confirm the performance of our design
via theoretical and experimental evaluation. The FracBot can operate perpetually
with minimum energy radiated conditions. It can also establish a communication
link and transmit data in reservoir-like environments, including air, water, sand, and
stone media. The development of hardware and antennas allows us to understand
the challenges, improve electronic sensitivity, and optimize the minimum resources
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necessary to miniaturize the FracBot hardware.
5.2 Related work
Existing reservoir [4] and wellbore monitoring systems [5] are incapable of measur-
ing data inside oil reservoirs, and no current technology is able to deliver the in-situ
monitoring of conventional reservoirs in real time [3],[6]. In addition, although the
accessibility of tight unconventional oil and gas reservoirs depends on hydraulic frac-
ture technology, no reliable method of characterizing a fracture and providing specific
information about fracture size, shape, and orientation is currently available [63]. De-
spite the availability of information-gathering approaches such as microseismic and
tiltmeter surveys, they provide no vital data about the inner workings of reservoirs
and are typically inaccurate, costly, and time consuming [64].
In response to the above need, both industry and the academic community have
devoted a great deal of effort to the design and development of in-situ sensing systems
for gathering vital data from hydraulic fractures and reservoirs. Most recent efforts,
however, have been dedicated to the development of very small and well-suited sen-
sors that can withstand the severe oil reservoir environment [2]. The key challenge to
realizing WUSNs is the development of wireless communication in underground oil
reservoir environments. Most existing wireless communication systems use a dipole
antenna to propagate electromagnetic (EM) waves, which is not appropriate for un-
derground environments owing to high material absorption loss. An MI technique can
provide an alternative solution to realizing WUSNs in underground environments and
address their current problems including high path loss, difficulty launching wireless
signals, and short system lifetime [65].
MI techniques have been investigated as an alternative solution to the main chal-
lenge of inter-node communication in the underground environment [8]. Instead of
using a large dipole antenna, sensor nodes use an MI coil antenna to transmit and
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receive wireless signals through magnetic coupling. The near magnetic field of MI
coil antennas can efficiently penetrate a high-loss oil reservoir channel and establish
constant channel conditions, enabling wireless communication and energy harvesting
inside hydraulic fractures and oil reservoir media [61]. In addition, the lack of an
external source of energy to power and operate FracBot nodes and the extremely
small size of nodes that prevents them from accommodating battery space create
major challenges that must be overcome with regard to oil reservoir media. Once the
FracBots are injected into the fracture or the oil reservoirs, they cannot be replaced.
Therefore, the only way to power the sensor node is by harvested energy from power
radiated by the base station installed in the wellbore. This concern was well addressed
in Chapter 4 and published in [57].
Near-field communication (NFC) is a wireless short-range interaction that enables
simple half-duplex communication between inductive coupled systems via magnetic
field induction when they are within a few centimeters of one another. NFC enables
communication between transmitting and receiving antennas when they are coupled
via magnetic field induction at 13.56 MHz (the ISM band). Accordingly, NFC occurs
in the MI near field not as the electromagnetic (EM) far-field communication that
occurs through radiation power in far field zone. It is a simple version of long-range
EM wireless communication such as Bluetooth and WiFi. NFC technology, a subset
of the RFID technology for contactless short-range communications, was established
by Sony and Philips in 2004 [66]. NFC systems have numerous advantages such as
low propagation delay, high efficiency, and low cost, as well as a strong capability
to penetrate non-magnetic materials (e.g., water and, concrete). In addition, it has
unique features such as no multipath fading and and strong immunity to interfer-
ence with other RF systems operating out of near-field systems ranges [67]. NFC
technologies have been originally employed in many applications such as underwater
communication, underground communication, contactless information transmission,
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health monitoring, wireless powered biomedical applications, and real-time localiza-
tion [8, 68, 69].
To evaluate the performance of the NFC link, researchers have extensively studied
the link budget and propagation and generated a number of models [70]. One study
[71] proposed a near-field propagation model equivalent to the Friis transmission law.
Other studies [8], [70], [72] have analyzed NFC propagation characteristics such as
bandwidth, capacity channel, path loss, the bit error rates for different applications
such as wireless underground sensor networks and underwater communication. In
addition, according to Shannon law, the crucial-key performance of any communica-
tion link depends on both the bandwidth and received power. Thus, the optimal link
capacity entails a trade-off between the bandwidth and received power [73].
For underground oil reservoir environment, NFC/MI techniques have been consid-
ered unconventional methods of overcoming the key challenge of inter-node commu-
nication for WUSNs in the underground environment [8]. As an alternative to using
big traditional antennas in RF technologies with an electrical length of λ/4 which
is not applicable in an oil reservoir environment, sensor nodes exploit a compact MI
coil antenna to communicate through magnetic coupling between the transmitter and
receiver antennas. According to the characteristics of NFC, the MI field generated by
NFC coil antennas can penetrate a high-loss oil reservoir media and launch a constant
MI channel that enables wireless MI communication and energy harvesting inside a
hydraulic fracture and the oil reservoir environment.
5.3 Hardware Design Roadmap
This section describes the design requirements and implementation processes of the
FracBot node platform. The system is made up of a hardware platform and a software
stack for drivers and interfacing.
The hardware design roadmap outlined in Figure 35, shows the steps of design once
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the idea and requirements are specified. Component selection is an extensive process,
requiring choices from a multitude of available products, and it dictates how the
remaining steps proceed. Prototyping and software development is more constrained,
involving the development of a prototype working sensor node and related software.
Once the prototype design has been made, it is implemented in a schematic diagram
and then as a printed circuit board. Then, the firmware and software are implemented.
After this stage, a completed circuit has been made and the last step is testing and
verification.
Figure 35: Roadmap of the FracBot design.
5.3.1 Hardware Design Requirements
The main part of WUSN is the sensor node; especially in applications of underground
hydraulic fracture and reservoirs monitoring. Thus, efficient node design requires
restricted characteristics that sustain operations in harsh environments with high path
loss, high temperature and pressure, and limited energy. In addition, the very small
size needs to optimize every component based on their requirements as it can save
development time, board space, and cost. Figure 36 shows the main requirements of
the design. The main characteristics of our design are a long operating time, ultra-low
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power, a processing function, an efficient communication layer, and energy-harvesting
and sensing capabilities. The simultaneous implementation of all five features enables
the node to run in a perpetual powered status. In the following subsections, we explain
the details of each feature.
Figure 36: Requirements of the FracBot design.
5.3.1.1 Long operating period and ultra-low power electronics
One of the main challenges in WUSN is energy management. The limited energy
provided by a battery or an energy harvesting circuit is due the reduced size of
sensors constrained by this application. Therefore, the electronic design must be
highly efficient and capable of dramatically reducing power consumption. Thus, our
sensor design is composed of ultra-low power electronic chips that enable a switch
between the active mode and the deep sleep mode (ultra-low power). This feature
reduces sensor power consumption by 98% [74]. Figure 37 shows the flowchart of tasks
executed by the energy management unit (EMU), which functions independently
of the sensor processing unit. Once the harvesting circuit collects the minimum
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energy requirements in the battery or the super-capacitor to operate the node, the
EMU will continuously indicate the energy levels, allowing the sensor to execute data
acquisition, update the near-field communication (NFC) memory, and transmit the
readings to the next node.
· Sensor Power up
· Check 
configuration
· Read the 
transducers
· Update the 
memory










Return to Low 
power mode
LPM 
Watchdog Timer in 
Interval mode
Figure 37: Interval mode flowchart.
5.3.1.2 Processing and microcontroller
The most important feature of the FracBot is the processing function, which is rep-
resented by a microcontroller. It must have low voltage and power, advanced low
power modes, and multi-peripheral interface support.
5.3.1.3 Efficient communication layer
Reliable communication for underground environments was demonstrated using the
MI technique, which overcomes the problems caused by environmental conditions
[8]. The RFID technology uses the MI technique to provide magnetic coupling and
data transmission. In 2004, with the advent of the NFC, nodes were able to per-
form bidirectional communication and energy transfer through magnetic induction
coupling. Commercial off-the-shelf chips operate in 13.56 MHz for short distance via
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half-duplex communication. The magnetic field generated through the NFC coil an-
tenna can penetrate the high path loss media and establish the MI constant channel
condition.
The FracBot needs to have a high efficiency transceiver that allows two-way com-
munication between nodes in order to distribute information such as routing sensor
data to a base station. The transceiver must also work in NFC and feature received
signal strength indication (RSSI) as well as enable multi-transponders interfaces; the
transponder, however, can only receive the data and feature dual connection interface
with the memory and an antenna . The choice of a transceiver and a transponder have
a considerable impact on power consumption as the transceiver, when idle or sending/
receiving data, will generally consume more power than any other component.
5.3.1.4 Energy-harvesting capability
The data acquisition capacity depends directly on the energy available in the node.
Traditionally, wireless sensor nodes are powered from batteries however batteries,
which have a limited operating lifetime and need to be replaced regularly. In our
applications, once nodes are injected into the hydraulic fracture, they cannot be re-
placed or reached, and because of their extremely small size, nodes are not able
to accommodate even a tiny battery. In addition, the high temperatures of under-
ground environments undermine the safe operation of chemical batteries, such as
lithium, lithium ion, and lithium polimery. Thus, powering sensors after placement
into the reservoir creates sizable barrier to their continuous operation. Therefore, the
only option for provide sufficient power to sensors inside underground environment
(i.e., soil, hydraulic fracture, or reservoirs) to harvest available energy from power
radiated by the base station. The energy-harvesting process for this specific appli-
cation is an energy management unit that harvests surplus power stemming from




FracBot nodes must consist of a sensing function. The sensor integrated with the
FracBot must be accurate and consume very low power. Power consumption can be
affected by minimal sleep and sensing currents and low turn on and off times as well
as the time it takes for sensor to be ready to accurately sense and generate a reading.
5.3.2 Implementation Process
We need to follow a well-organized process to meet the design requirements to produce
the FracBot prototype illustrated in Figure 38. The implementations procedures are:
• Components selection:
Each component has to be carefully selected to ensure that it is suitable for the
FracBot node and that it raises no compatibility issues. The selection is based
on its design requirements listed earlier and its availability in the market.
• Schematic drawing:
Circuit schematics represents a circuit in a simplified graphical manner that
uses icons as components and lines between specific points on icons as traces.
It does not describe in detail the physical aspects of the circuit. It illustrates
only components spaces and interconnections.
• PCB design:
The PCB board is designed using the free software EAGLE PCB, which cre-
ates the routing and generate GERBER files to start production. The board
consists of two layers with thickness of 1.6mm and made of FR-4 material. The
trace/spacing resolution is 6 mils (0.152mm), which can be reduced to 2 mils
(0.05mm) for miniaturization process.
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• Components assembly:
After PCB is fabricated, the components are soldered to the PCB in their
position denoted in the schematic drawing. Then, the board will be dried and
inspected for any extra soldering that can make any short circuit. Finally, the
board is connected to the power supply to activate it.
• Firmware and software coding:
The firmware is coded for the microcontroller using Code Composer Studio
(CCS). The purpose of this code is to operate and manage the microcontroller
and eventually the entire FracBot node. To debug and demonstrate that the
hardware performs as required, software that interfaces with the microcontroller
is developed using Visual Studio.
• Testing and verification:
This is the final stage of the process. All functions of a node are tested to ensure
that they are working properly and deliver the potential tasks. To access the
microcontroller and debug the firmware, the software is used for communication



































































































































Figure 38: Flowchart of a FracBot fabrication.
5.4 FracBot Hardware Design
In this section, we discuss our design of the new cost-effective sensor using commercial
off-the-shelf components. This design is the first one developed to work in hydraulic
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fractures and oil reservoirs. Such nodes are currently not available in the market
since they need to be designed specifically for this application to overcome limita-
tions caused by the small size requirement and the environment. Accordingly, we
design the sensor node to be a platform for a new generation of WUSNs that serve
various purposes, provide flexibility, and allow for experimentation. This design is
highly unique with regard to its highly unique communication layer, size, and energy
source, features that overcome limitations caused by harsh environmental conditions
and energy constraints. That is, the node is capable of collecting data from the
harsh subsurface environments of water/gas/oil reservoirs and hydraulic fracture in
real time. To realize such a design, we had to carefully follow the fabrication pro-
cess to satisfy its requirements: a long operation time , ultra-low power, efficient
communication layer and harvesting energy. It should be noted that in such a small
platform, optimizing each component based on its requirements is critical, for it can
save development and implementation time, board space, and cost. In addition, as
we follow the fabrication process, the freedom to make changes in the components or
add functions diminishes.
Figure 39: Block diagram of the FracBot architecture.
Figure 39 presents a functional diagram of the active FracBot hardware design
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using ultra-low-power electronic and harvesting energy features associated with dual
the NFC interface. Figure 40 illustrates the active FracBot prototype, which consists
of a microcontroller, USB communication, an EMU, a temperature sensor, a dual
NFC transceiver (active and passive interfaces), and a supercapacitor. The details of
each components are explained in the following subsections.
USB interface Super capacitor




Figure 40: Active FracBot node.
5.4.1 FracBot microcontroller (MCU)
The microcontroller is the brain of a sensor node and oversees the operation of the
node such as data processing, controlling all node components and communicating
with other nodes. Almost every microcontroller family available in the market is
unique: Some may be designed for speed and others for power efficiency. It is a
matter of selecting the right microcontroller for the application. The microcontroller
MSP430FR5969 is a holistic ultra-low-power system architecture for low energy bud-
gets. The enhanced features of MCU enable energy optimization through a low power
mode (LPM). The advanced timer features allow MCU operation with minimal en-
ergy requirements during the sleep mode with an automatic wake-up system using
the watchdog timer (WDT).
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In sensor applications, the MCU harvests 400 nA @ 32 KHz during LPM and 400
µA @ 4 MHz during the active mode. The WDT can generate a long interval time
of a minute. This feature allows the EMU to store energy efficiently. In addition,
during the LPM, the EMU transfers 99.99% of the harvested energy to a rechargeable
battery or supercapacitor.
Figure 41 depicts the clock control in the microcontroller. The processing clock
(CPU) is generated by a 1 MHz digitally controlled oscillator (DCO) turns off when
the microcontroller goes into the low pwer mode, but the 32.768 KHz low-frequency
clock remains online and generates a new wake up event every eight seconds. The
microcontroller reduces energy consumption to less than 1µA during the sleep mode
interval [75].
Figure 41: Energy-saving clock control.
5.4.2 FracBot USB communication
The chip FT230X is the communication interface between the computer and the sen-
sor. The interface accesses the node readings and configuration parameters using
the MCU UART interface, which is connected to the FT230X. Figure 42 shows the
design of the software that connects, controls, and debugs the sensor. Moreover,
the interface can also access the node in real time. During prototype development,
the interface provides highly efficient way of debugging, controlling, and validating
the node features. The FT230X is a full-speed USB IC bridge to UART interface,
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which has a high throughput of 3 MBits/s, with low power consumption (8mA). The
FT230X, which is compatible with Windows, Linux and Android, allows communi-
cation between the electronic device/sensor and software interfaces [76]. A diagram
of the controller appears in Figure 43.
Figure 42: Software with USB interface.
USB interface
Wireless Sensor 
Figure 43: USB controller diagram.
5.4.3 Dual NFC Communication
The Dual NFC Communication consists of two interfaces which are transceiver and
transponder. They are explained in the following subsections.
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5.4.3.1 Transceiver Interface
The FracBot design is composed of dual NFC interfaces, a transceiver and a transpon-
der. The NFC transceiver enables access from one FracBot to a neighboring FracBot
and updates the temperature readings. The FracBot works as a MESH network,
allowing node to collect the surrounding sensing data of neighboring nodes and to
store all temperature readings and sensor parameters in an active tag. The NFC
transceiver, TRF7970A, provides output Power of +20 dBm (100 mW) and has an
important feature, a received signal strength indicator (RSSI), which enables the
communication, detection, and position estimation of the FracBots.
Figure 44: NFC transceiver.
Figure 44 shows an electronic schematic of the transceiver. In this application,
the EMU configuration limits the voltage to 3.0 volts, which limits the transceiver
maximum power output to +20 dBm.
5.4.3.2 Transponder Interface
The transponder is based on a dual-interface memory chip that can be accessed by I2C
and through the NFC interface, shown in Figure 45. The chip allows the transceiver
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Figure 45: NFC dual-interface memory.
The second NFC interface implemented on the FracBot is the active tag (M24LR64)
[77]. The NFC tag allows the transceiver to access the neighboring nodes and collect
the stored data independent of their energy status because the NFC interface provides
the required energy from the radiated power. One of the features of this NFC tag is
to redirect the extra RF power to the EMU to be stored and used to operate the node
later on in the case of the absence of RF power. Figure 46 shows the block diagram
and the data flow between the I2C and NFC interfaces. The memory is segmented
into two blocks, which provide separate independent memory regions for writing and
reading the node parameters:
• Write MCU→Read Transceiver.
• Write Transceiver→Read MCU.
The data connection between the active tag and the transceiver is a half duplex
controlled by the transceiver. The stored information in the node can be read/written

























RF busy signal 
Figure 46: Active tag for microcontroller communication.
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MCU  to RFID
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Figure 47: I2C data transfer process.
Figure 47 shows the write process, in which the MCU sends the device(slave) address.
Once the device receives the correct address and answers with ACK(acknowledge),
the MCU will send the address that will be used to store the data and wait for a new
ACK to store the data. If the I2C address differs from slave address, the chip will
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ignore all data flow in the I2C bus until a new Start bit event. With the data stored
in the EEPROM memory of M24LR, the RF NFC logic can access this information
according to the transceiver requirements [78, 79, 80, 81]. Figure 47 depicts the I2C
communication protocol. The NFC circuit and I2C MCU cannot access the memory
at the same time. Thus, to avoid simultaneous communication, chip M24LR pro-
vides a signal RF busy to indicate that RF is accessing the memory. The signal can
be configured to start temperature acquisition or switch the the MCU to the active
mode.
5.4.4 Energy-Harvesting Management Unit (EMU)
A fundamental feature of the FracBot design is the capacity to harvest energy in
a severe environment. In FracBot applications, the design of the energy-harvesting
process is based on the magnetic induction technique. Chip M24LR has an ana-
log output pin that delivers the analog voltage V out. When the magnetic field is
sufficiently strong, the chip delivers the extra received RF power to the EMU. How-
ever, the limited power and unregulated voltage is not an ideal case for node oper-
ation. The microcontroller must work with stable voltage to avoid automatic reset
at a low voltage level (Brownout). To stabilize the voltage, The node must have an
energy-harvesting controller. The energy-harvesting process is based on two main
components: an energy source (an M24LR-NFC transponder) and an EMU (chip of
BQ25570: Nanopower Harvesting Energy Controller).
The BQ25570 is a chip that efficiently extracts microwatts (µW)/ miliwatts(mW).
The chip can work with photovoltaic (solar) generator, thermal electric generators
(TEG), or radio frequency (RF) or DC power supply with a voltage between 0.1 to
4.5V. The harvesting process starts when the voltage input is higher than 0.33V.
After startup, the chip can harvest energy at a voltage higher than 0.1 V without
collapsing the source [82].
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In the node, the NFC tag chip M24LR, during communication with the EMU,
transfers residual energy from the radiated power, which can be stored in a superca-
pacitor or lithium ion battery, the latter of which was used during the development

































Figure 49: Setup of the energy-harvesting process.
Figure 48 describes all of the energy conversion stages [start from a to e]. In stage
a, after the configuration process is executed by the MCU in NFC tag (M24LR), as
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shown in Figure 49, and magnetic induction energy is available, the chip transfers
the excess energy to the Vout pin. The voltage is unregulated, as shown in stage
a. The harvested energy is controlled by an internal converter and transferred to a
lithum ion battery or a supercapacitor based on the available configuration. While
the available energy of a battery between 2.0 and 4.2V (a restriction based on the
physical properties of a battery), that of a supercapacitor ranges between 1 and 5.0V
[83]. The energy capacity of a battery is greater than that of a supercapacitor of a
similar volume size. In addition, a battery can function in environments with a tem-
perature range from -10 to 60◦C (14 to 140◦F ) [84]. The energy capacity of batteries,
however, is affected by temperature. Supercapacitors function in environments with
a temperature range from -20 to 80◦C (-4 to 176◦F )[83]. Special supercapacitors can
operate in higher temperature environments.
Figure 50: Schematic of an energy-harvesting circuit.
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Figure 50 presents electronic schematic for the EMU. In this figure, we highlight
MCU control and hardware thresholds. MCU control is responsible for generating
the control signal of the MCU and indicating if energy is available. The hardware
thresholds, such as the alert and output voltage threshold, are used to set up the
electronic characteristics for the BQ25570. The output voltage is configured based
on the individual voltage chip range, as shown in Figure 51. The minimum voltage
to correct operation can be as high as 2.7V (minimum voltage of NFC transceiver)

























RFID RFID MCU USB Temperature Logic Analyzer
Figure 51: Integrated circuit voltage range.
Controller BQ25570 is configured to generate three volts, which guarantees the
operation of all chips without exceeding the minimum and maximum voltage limits.
Accordingly, all chips are able to operate within this voltage interval. Output voltage
Vcc can be adjusted using resistors Rout1 and Rout2, shown in the following equation
(54):
Vcc = [1.21 ∗ (
Rout2 +Rout1
Rout1
)]→ Rout1 +Rout2 ≤ 13Mohm (54)
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5.4.5 Temperature Sensor
The TMP102-Q1 chip is a highly accurate, high-resolution digital temperature sensor.
The advanced features of this temperature transducer enable the sensor to alert the
MCU if the temperature measurement exceeds predefined thresholds, as shown in
Figures 52 and 53. The sensor, which can operate between -40 to +125◦C (-40
to 257◦F ), can be configured to work in an autonomous mode with an alarm signal
when the temperature reaches a predefined threshold. The thresholds can be remotely
set up and updated according to design requirements. This characteristic allows us
to implement an adaptive threshold that generates alarms only when the system
detects a temperature change [85]. Also, it shows the autonomous operation of the
temperature sensor. When the temperature crosses a predefined threshold for high or
low temperature, the temperature sensor chip will automatically generates an alert
signal that wakes up the MCU, which will access the TMP102 over an inter-integrated
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Figure 52: Automatic temperature sensor thresholds.
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High Temperature Threshold 




























SDA – Data Line 
SCL – Clock Line 
Alarm – Alarm Line
Figure 54: Temperature sensor TMP102.
The setup of the thresholds (high and low temperatures) requires conversion from
a decimal format to a digital format and then transmission of data to the temperature
sensor [85, 87]. Here, we show the conversion process:
• To convert positive temperatures to a digital data format: Divide the temper-
ature by the resolution; the resolution of TMP102 is 0.0625◦C ( 0.1125◦F ).
Then, convert the result to binary code with a 12-bit, left-justified format, and




→ Temp integer (55)




= 800decimal = 320hexadecimal = 001100100000binary (56)
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= 400decimal = 190hexadecimal = 000110010000binary (59)
Generate the two complements of the result by complementing the binary num-
ber and adding one. Denote a negative number by MSB = 1.
TempN = 111001101111 + 1 (60)
TempN = 111001110000binary (61)









1° byte 2° byte
0011 0010 00000000
1° byte 2° byte
0x48h (1001000b)Slave address Data transmission I2C (Write data in TMP102)
WRITE 0 1001 0000 + 0000 0010 + +
0x48h (1001000b) Data transmission I2C (Read data in TMP102)
WRITE 0 1001 0000 + 0000 0010 + 0011 0010 00000000Read 1 1001 0001 +
1° byte 2° byte
Setup the register to read Read the register 
Data Format
Figure 55: Data format and the I2C data frame.
Figure 55 shows that the temperature sensor and the NFC tag, which can be
accessed individually when each device has a different hardware address, share the
I2C bus. Figure 56 demonstrates an I2C waveform and hardware connection between
the MCU and the temperature sensor. The waveform captured by a digital logic
analyzer represents the temperature acquisition. The steps of the temperature read
process are as follows:
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• MCU send the slave address (write mode) and registers it.
[Slave Address (write mode)][Temperature Register] = [0x90][0x00]
This command will set up the sensor in the temperature mode.
• MCU sends the slave address (read mode) and receives 2 bytes.
[Slave address (read mode)], [temperature byte 1], and [temperature byte 2].
This command reads the temperature or control registers. The 16-bits data
length must be interpreted according to the datasheet information.
Figure 56: Multiple devices in the I2C bus.
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5.5 NFC/MI Antenna Design used in FracBot
In this section, we describe the main characteristics of the NFC antenna, including
the antenna design, the NFC antenna equivalent circuit, and resonance frequency of
the transmitter and receiver antennas.
5.5.1 Planar PCB Antenna Design
For the optimal operation of NFC systems, the transceiver (reader) must radiate
efficient energy to the tag (transponder). Thus, the antenna design of both the
transceiver and the transponder needs to be tuned to the carrier frequency. Typically,
the NFC antenna is designed in several geometric formats such as circlers, squares,
hexagons or octagons in a spiral loop in order to build the coil antenna. The spiral
square antennas of the NFC transmitter and the NFC receiver have to match chip
requirements. Accordingly, we use a PCB planar square antenna to design the FracBot
antennas, formulated in Eq. (62). The requirements of the NFC transceiver chip
(TRF7970A) and the receiver chip (M24LR64) are to use antennas with an inductance
of 1.5 µH and 4.95 µH, respectively.
Lant = k1 × µ0 ×N2 ×
d








where k1 and k2 are format constants depending on the PCB layout (for square,
k1=2.34 and k2=2.75) [88], L is the inductance in Henry, d is the antenna diameter
(mm), c is the thickness of the winding (µm), N is the number of turns, and µ0 =
4π ×10−7 H/m.
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5.5.2 NFC Antenna Equivalent Circuit
In the design of a transponder antenna, the antenna must be tuned to operate at long-
, medium-, and short-range resonance frequencies. Originally, the NFC was designed
to work in applications such as access control and electronic payments. However, the
applicability of this technology has opened new frontiers in health monitoring as well
as wireless communication in underground environments or applications in which EM
cannot propagate. The resonance frequency of the LC circuit determines the distance
range required by the applications. Figure 57 shows the electrical model used to
represent the NFC receiver. Inductance Lx represents the PCB planar antenna, and
Cx represents the capacitance. For the transceiver circuit, Lx and Cx are external
components that, through adjustments, can improve the magnetic induction field.
However, for the receiver part, the capacitor cannot be adjusted after the Cx is
























Figure 57: Electrical model of the NFC transponder.
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Based on the electrical model shown in Figure 57, the resonance frequency is
tuned to operate according to the distance that the FracBot needs to cover. The
resonance frequency can be configured to work in different ranges to optimize distance
requirements [88]:
• Long-range (LR) operation mode: Tuned between 13.6 MHz and 13.7 MHz.
• Standard short-range (SR) operation mode: Tuned between 13.6 MHz and 13.9
MHz.
• Short-range operation mode: Tuned between 14.5 MHz and 15 MHz.
5.5.3 Transceiver and Receiver Resonance Frequency
Table 1 shows the matching capacitance and resonance frequencies, the parameters
that we used to design the antennas of the transceiver and the receiver. The antenna
design for the TRF7970A and the M24LR64 chips requires antennas with calculated
inductances of 1.5 µH and 4.95 µH, respectively. In our FracBot design, the antennas
have actual inductances of 1.5 µH and 4.89 µH, respectively.
Table 1: Transceiver and transponder antenna parameters.
Parameter Transceiver Antenna Transponder Antenna
Antenna length (mm) 41 30
Antenna width (mm) 65 40
Inductance (Lx) (µH) 1.5 4.89
Coil turns 4 11
Capacitance (Cx) (pF ) 92.0 27.5
Resonance frequency (MHz) 13.5 13.7
Resistance Rcoil (Ohm) 0.8 2
Accordingly, we design seven PCB antenna models using a single planar PCB
layer, as shown in Figure 58. In the fracBot design, the size and sensitivity of the
antenna are primordial in the miniaturization process. The PCB planar antennas are
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designed using software STMicroelectronics and the eDesignSuite Antenna Design
[89]. The antennas are listed below:
1. Antenna with 5.29 µH, 12 turns, and a size of 30x40mm
2. Antenna with 0.958 µH, 8 turns and a size of 15x15mm
3. Antenna with 0.965 µH, 12 turns and a size of 10x10mm
4. Antenna with TRF 1.5 µH, 4 turns and a size of 41x65mm
5. Antenna with 0.940 µH, 2 turns and a size of 62x54mm
6. Antenna with 0.920 µH, 2 turns and a size of 72x54mm
7. Antenna (2D) with 1.5 µH, 4 turns, and a size of 41x31x31mm
Figure 58: NFC antenna designs.
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5.6 FracBot Prototypes
In this thesis, we design two type of FracBot nodes: a FracBot active node and a
FracBot passive node.
5.6.1 FracBot Active Node
Using the FRAM technology, the FracBot active node has advanced functions and
consumes minimal energy. The characteristics of the microcontroller used in the active
node, MSP430FR5969 are very low energy, a high processing speed, and numerous
interfaces. Since the microcontroller in active node controls the NFC transceiver
(TRF7970A), its processing capacity is higher than that in the passive node [86] in
three different operational modes:
• NFC transceiver
In this operational mode, the TRF7910A is able to read other active sensors
working in either the passive or active mode. The NFC transceiver can read
data and measure the energy of the NFC signal to calculate the localization.
• NFC tag/transponder
In this operational mode, the TRF7970A works in similar mode of M24LR(NFC
passive node interface), but it is not able to read/write other transponders.
• Peer to peer
In this operational mode, the TRF7970A works as an NFC relay mode and can
establish a link between nodes.
Figure 59 (a) shows the PCB design of the board, Figure 59 (b) 3D visualization
of the PCB design, Figure 59 (c) the top layer of the PCB board, and Figure 59 (d)
the bottom layer of the PCB board.
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Figure 59: (a) Top layer of the PCB design, (b) the 3D PCB design, (c) the top
layer board, and (d) the bottom layer board
Figure 60 presents a block diagram of the active node. The diagram shows the
interconnection block of the node, which consists of the microcontroller, the JTAG
interface, the energy harvesting circuit, USB communication, the temperature and
the MI-transceiver, the latter of which connects the node in passive, active, or peer-
to-peer mode. The JTAG interface allows us to program and access all variables of






















Figure 60: Block diagram of the FracBot active node.
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Figure 61 shows the final design of the FracBot active node, which features the fol-
lowing characteristics: a 6-bit RISC CPU, an active mode of 100µA/MHz, a standby
mode of 0.4µA, an off mode of 0.02µA, low voltage from 1.8 to 3.6V, and communi-












Figure 61: FracBot active node.
5.6.2 FracBot Passive Node
The FracBot passive node is a node that connects and transmits data to the transceiver,
illustrated in its block diagram in Figure 62. The design of the node uses the M24LR
chip. The NFC transceiver can access all of the NFC tag memory, change the config-
urations of the nodes and generate energy by harvesting energy output.
Figure 63 illustrates the passive node board in 2D and 3D. The 2D top vision of
the board is displayed in Figure 63 (A). This side of the board has all of the traces and
it is ready for soldering the electronic components. Every component has a designator
identification mark. Figure 63 (B) shows the 2D bottom vision. Figures 63 (C) and
(D) present the 3D vision of the board, which allows us to verify the spatial design,
including the connector positions and component sizes.
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Figure 62: Block diagram of the FracBot passive node
Figure 63: (A) Top layer of the PCB design, (B) the botton layer of the PCB design,
(C) the 3D top layer, and (D) the 3D botton layer.
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Figure 64 presents the prototype of the FracBot passive node, which shows all cir-
cuits and electronic components, which consist of the microcontroller (MSP430G2553),
the temperature sensor (TMP102), the USB interface (FT230X), and the NFC active
tag (M24LR64).
Figure 64: FracBot passive node.
5.7 Highlights
In this chapter, we proposed a novel prototypes of MI-based wireless FracBots for
potential use as a platform for a new generation of WUSNs for monitoring hydraulic
fractures and unconventional reservoirs, and measuring other wellbore parameters.
We designed and developed the hardware of the MI-based wireless FracBots for short-
range communication using near-field communication (NFC) as a physical layer com-
bined with an energy-harvesting capability and ultra-low power requirements. We
were able to realize these characteristics using cost-effective and commercial off-the-
shelf components. We outlined the design requirements and implementation processes
of the FracBot node platform and designed two types of FracBot nodes: a FracBot
active node and a FracBot passive node. We designed seven types of antennas used
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in the implementation and experimental processes and described the main charac-
teristics of the FracBot antenna, including the NFC antenna equivalent circuit and
the resonance frequency of the transmitter and receiver antennas. This design, which
will operate in hydraulic fractures and oil reservoirs, is the first of its kind. Such
nodes, however, are not yet commercially available, for they need to be designed to
overcome limitations caused by the small size requirement and harsh underground
environments. Accordingly, we designed the FracBot node as a platform for a new
generation of WUSNs that can serve variety of purposes, provide flexibility, and allow
for experimentation. This design is very specialized in terms of its communication
layer, size, and energy source to overcome limitations caused by harsh environmental
conditions and energy constraints. Under this conditions, the node is able to collect
data from subsurface area, hydraulic fractures, and water/gas/oil reservoirs in real
time. To realize this design, the steps of which are outlined in the fabrication process,
we had to satisfy the restrictive design characteristics of the node: a long operation




FRACBOT TESTBED: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
While many intensive investigations have been theoretically conducted, little effort
has been devoted to developing and evaluating a sensor node (FracBot) for under-
ground environments that can confirm theoretical outcomes. In this chapter, we
evaluate our FracBot nodes and network in a reservoir-like environment. We design
the FracBot testbed, which consists of various media such as air, water, sand, and
stone. One of the main results is that sand and stone media affect the performance of
the FracBot which eventually degrade MI signal propagation and reduce the energy
transfer. Thus, the evaluation of hardware enables us to understand the challenges,
improve the electronic sensitivity, and optimize the minimum resources necessary to
miniaturize the FracBot hardware.
An analysis of NFC/MI antennas provided in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 presents
an evaluation of FracBot propagation. Section 6.3 provides FracBot energy-harvesting
performance. Section 6.4 presents the FracBot underground-like testbed and Section
6.5 summarizes the conclusions.
6.1 NFC/MI Antenna Evaluation
FracBot communication is based on NFC, and the antennas operate at 13.56 MHz.
To implement the antennas design in this research, we use a planar PCB antenna,
which allows node miniaturization. For the FracBot node, we use a single-layer planar
PCB to design seven antennas, as detailed in Section 5.5.3. However, two designs- the
transponder antenna (5.29 µH, 12 turns and size of 30X40mm) and the transceiver
antenna (TRF 1.5 µH, 4 turns and size of 41x65mm)- provide the best match.
For the antenna tuning test, we evaluate the connection between the transceiver
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board (NFC CR95HF) and the antennas, which are connected to a chip, M24LR64, on
the transponder side. To test the matching between the antennas and the M24LR64,
we establish a connection between the antennas with the transceiver board. When
the antenna and chip match, the transceiver board blinks. The 15 x 15 mm and 10 x
10 mm antennas require a variable capacitor that adjusts the resonance frequency of
the transponder (i.e., the antenna and M24LR64 chip).
Table 2 presents the characteristics of the antenna and the operational distances
between the NFC transceiver and transponder. To ensure communication between
the NFC transceiver board and the transponder, the NFC transceiver board transmits
data to the transponder, and the data are written to the transponder memory by the
control software of the NFC transceiver board with a data rate of 26 and 1.6 Kb/s.
Table 2: Antennas characteristics and distances between the NFC transceiver and
the receiver.
Antenna Type Parameter)
Inductance (µH) Distance (cm)
Antenna 62x54mm 0.940 6.5
Antenna 72x54mm 0.920 7
Antenna 40x30mm 5.29 4.5
Antenna 15x15mm 0.958 2.2
Antenna 10x10mm 0.965 1.8
Antenna 2D 44x31x31mm 1.5uH 1 @ 45◦
Figures 65 and 66 show the connection tests between the antennas and the NFC
transceiver. it is evident that the bigger antenna is able to extent a longer distance-
than the smaller one shown in Table 2. These tests, conducted in air, ensure the
functionality of the antennas.
The desgin of all of the antennas satisfied the chip requirements descried in the
datasheet. The antennas with dimensions greater than 50 x 50 mm exhibited the best
performance. One of the designed antennas was a 2D antenna that does not provide
good coupling. This antenna performs best when it is very close to the transceiver-
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Figure 65: Antennas connection test 1.
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Antenna DetectionAntenna 15x15mm 
Inductance = 0.958uH
Figure 66: Antennas connection test 2.
6.2 FracBot Propagation Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our FracBot MI propagation at 13.56 MHz. The anal-
yses are based on received power measurements using the CXA Signal Analyzer
N9000A (Agilent Technologies). In addition, we analyze the MI field generated by
the transceiver with and without modulation (carrier only).
6.2.1 Experimental Setup
We measure and analyze MI signal propagation in the air and the influence of the
antenna orientation on the received power. Figure 67 presents the schematic of the
experimental setup and Figure 68 shows the actual setup in the lab. In this exper-
imental case, we measure the MI interaction at distances between 0 and 25 cm and





























Figure 67: FracBot experimental setup.
Figure 68: FracBot experimental setup in the lab.
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Figure 69 illustrates the magnetic propagation and the antenna alignment. The
theoretical sensor alignment occurs when the antenna alignment between the transceiver
and the FracBot receiver is 0◦. We perform the analyses in air, sand, and stone to












Antenna tangent to the MI field
Optimal antenna alignment 
Non optimal antenna alignment 
Figure 69: Power transfer and NFC transponder orientation.
6.2.2 Angular Analysis
One of the problems in MI-based communication is the orientation and the alignment
between the transceiver and the receiver of the FracBots. In the angular analysis, we
conduct measurements at 0, 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦ angles. The results of distances between
6 and 25 cm, compared to those under 6 cm exhibit small variations. Figure 70-A
shows the power analysis of the angular changes. For distances beyond 6 cm, the
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angle between the transceiver and the receiver antenna does not affect the received
power that much, only lower than - 2 dBm. Figure 70-B highlights the signal strength
between -45 and -60 dBm, where concentrated power occurs beyond 6 cm in air. For



























































Figure 70: Angular plots of received power (air).
Figure 71 shows the angular analysis in an underground environment. The angu-
lar analysis demonstrates that the MI field radiated at 13.56 MHz can be detected
omnidirectionally. When this characteristic is integrated with the RSSI measurement,
it allows the FracBot Base station to estimate the position of each node and generate
a 3D fracture map. Considering the energy required by the FracBot as described in
Chapter 5, the FracBot MCU requires 50 ms to execute all reading tasks and store
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them in the NFC tag. This task requires 33µW of the energy storage system. Con-
sidering the angular analysis, if the receiver is located at 23 cm or closer to the next
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Figure 71: Angular plots of received power (air, sand/stone).
As a result, the received power in the region of 6-25 cm is around -50 dBm which
provides sufficient energy to the FracBot every hour and enables it to send data within
a time frame of 50 ms. However, beyond 25 cm, the received power will be less than
-50 dBm, which is not sufficient to power the FracBot every hour. Therefore, the
FracBot needs to harvest the required energy and send data within a time frame of
50 ms every 2 hours or more. With an MI signal strength lower than -50 dBm, the
FracBot can work in an intermittent mode.
6.3 FracBot Energy-Harvesting Performance
The energy-harvesting capability of the FracBot ensures a balance between the har-
vested energy and the power requirements. The FracBot can generate 16 mW on
average (1.6 V @ 10 mA) in the continuous mode. Although this energy will be
used to operate the FracBot, the extra energy provided by the transceiver will be























Figure 72: Block diagram of energy transfer.
The EMU controls the maximum current drained from the harvesting source
through maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and avoids a collapes of the energy
source. The high-efficiency energy conversion of EMU is up to 93%, which enables
optimal energy extraction. Figure 72 illustrates the energy diagram of the sensor
hardware. Compared to the MCU and temperature transducer, the NFC communi-
cation chip demands massive energy. During data transmission, the current required
by the transceiver at half-power (100 mW) is 70 mA. Because of this power limitation
of the energy-harvesting circuit, the transceiver (TRF7970A) in the FracBot node can
work at only half-power (20 dBm). This current, however, is 20 times as high as that
of the harvesting source. To satisfy this high demand for energy, the EMU switches
automatically to a boost converter mode and harvests the required energy from the
rechargeable battery or supercapacitor.
Table 3: Current requirements of FracBot electronics.
Circuit Status Current(mA)
Ibattery Imcu Itemp NFC
MCU(LPM)+Temp(active) 3.4 0.0004 1 0
MCU(LPM)+Temp(standby) 3.4 0.0004 0.1 0
MCU(active)+Temp(standby) 3.4 0.4 0.1 0
MCU(active)+NFC -71.4 0.4 0.1 70
Table 3 shows the current required by the main components of the sensor. The
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demanded energy during one hour for the complete node operation is 34.4 µW and the
EMU is capable of harvesting 16 mW of continuous radiated power. Illustrating the
operation of the sensor, Figure 73 shows the energy graph of the node operation, which
the sensor acquires the temperature readings each minute and transmits the readings
to a neighboring node every hour. The sensor node stays in LMP mode 99.9% of the
time, and requires 4.2 µW of the energy in EMU. The MCU, however, must wake
up every minute to check the energy status and acquire temperature readings. The
MCU requires 50 ms to execute all reading tasks and to store them in the NFC tag,
which requires 33 µW of the EMU. Because of the limited amount of radiated energy
in real environments, the FracBot is designed to establish communication with the
neighboring node every hour. Once the connection is established, the node transmits
the readings and parameters. It takes the node 0.5 seconds to read/write the memory
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Figure 73: Block diagram of energy transfer.
6.4 FracBot Underground-like Testbed
To validate the performance of our FracBot nodes, we develop a physical underground-
like testbed that consists of a plastic container holding water, sand, and stone, illus-
trated in Figure 74. The setup consists of various laboratory underground conditions,
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including dry soil, wet soil, stone and dry soil with stone. The testbed environment
allows the positioning of the FracBots to a depth of 14 cm with a variable distance
between the nodes. This adjustment allows changes to the experimental conditions
and evaluation of the FracBot nodes performance. Using the spectrum analyzer, il-
lustrated in Figure 75, we measure all characteristics of the MI circuits, including MI









Figure 74: Underground testbed of the FracBot.
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Figure 75: Underground testbed of the FracBot with the spectrum analyzer.
6.4.1 Modulation Effects
Standard NFC communication operates in a 13.56 MHz carrier with modulation of
ASK 10% and ASK 100% (OOK), illustrated in Figure 76. In our testbed with
underground environment properties, the data transmission error for ASK 10% is
over 70% while that for the OOK is over 32%. We test the data transmission error
by sending 1000 packets with length of 48 bits from the transmitter to the receiver.
By counting the received packets at the receiver, we figure out the data transmission
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error. Although this modulation affects power transfer, one feature of the FracBot is
that it transmits pure energy only if no data are ready to be transmitted via hop-
by-hop fashion through the MI field. The transceiver (TRF7970A chip) can enabl or
disable the modulation control that switches the OOK on and off, illustrated in Figure
77. Figure 78 presents the signal strength for distances of 0-16 cm. In this analysis, we
compare the energy strength between the transmitting carrier of the transceiver and
a carrier with NFC modulation. When the FracBot operates in the energy transfer
mode (i.e., an MI signal without modulation), energy transfer improves by 2 dBm
in the air medium. Signal attenuation in sand and stone media, however, is 20 dB
stronger than that in air medium for a distance lower than 8 cm. Interestingly,
energy transfer of distances of more than 10 cm in the air and sand media has the
same amount of power.























































Figure 77: Measured received power.
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Figure 78: Received power analysis (air, sand and stone).
6.4.2 Transceiver and Transponder Matching
Using the parameters listed in Table 1 in Chapter 5, we simulate the frequency re-
sponse of the transceiver and receiver antennas. Figure 79 depicts the antenna re-
sponse with normalized gain. The transceiver is tuned at 13.56 MHz and the transpon-
der at 13.7 MHz. In compliance with the range standards mentioned in Section 5.5.2,
the FracBot is tuned to operate in the long-range mode with a maximum gain in the
resonance frequency interval of 13.5 to 13.7 MHz. Operating in the long-range mode
is highly desirable when the FracBot works underground since the underground en-
vironment properties will affect the matching circuit which will change the resonance
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Figure 79: Frequencies responses.
6.4.3 Communication Link Evaluation
Figure 80 shows the setup used in the communication test. FracBot A connects the
NFC tag to the transceiver of FracBot B. The FracBots execute one temperature
acquisition each minute and one communication every three minutes in a laboratory.
For test purposes, the adjustable interval time can simulate the data transmission of
long periods in a short time. The FracBots employ NFC technology, but since they
are designed to work in air, a reliable reference test and data performance analysis in
air is necessary. The FracBot is tested to communicate in air and with a sand barrier.
Table 4 shows the experimental performance for ASK modulation in 10% and
100% (OOK) and data rates of 1.6 and 26 kbit/s. In an underground environment,
the modulation OOK with 1/256 pulse position coding at a (data rate of 1.6kbit/s),
compared with that at 26 kbit/s, reduces the transmission error. In stone, however,
ASK modulation does not work for both rates because of high attention but OOK
modulation works with a transmission error higher than that in sand for both rates.
Previous research in underground communications shows 10 MHz as an optimal op-
erating frequency with a data rate of 1 kbit/s. The low data rate is a consequence
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of the high loss posed by the underground environment, volumetric water content,
and depth [61]. To evaluate the communication link between FracBots, the nodes are
positioned 5 cm apart from each other, illustrated in Figure 80 because the sensitivity
of the transponder chip (M24LR64) is limited to -50 dBm for data communication.
At 5 cm, the signal strength is -50 dBm, but beyond that, the signal will degrade,







Figure 80: FracBot node communication.
Table 4: Experimental performance of the ASK and OOK modulation.
Environment Modulation Data rate (kbit/s) Error (%)
Air ASK 26 2
Air OOK 26 1
Sand ASK 26 70
Sand OOK 26 78
Sand ASK 1.6 40
Sand OOK 1.6 32
Stone OOK 26 87
Stone OOK 1.6 58
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Figure 81: Underground signal strength between two FracBot nodes
6.5 Highlights
This chapter presented an evaluation of the FracBot node and the NFC/MI antenna
in air, sand, and stone media. One of the main results is that the mismatch between
TX and RX antennas increases as a result of the effects of sand or stone media. Thus,
to overcome a mismatch resulting from an inhomogeneous environment, the adaptive-
frequency feature or advance matching circuit design shall be incorporated into the
optimized design of the FracBot. This feature will allow optimal energy transfer and
a reliable communication link through sand and stone media. The FracBot features a
very efficient energy-harvesting circuit that is capable of collecting 16 mW of energy
under continuous radiated power while the actual energy consumption of the node
is 34.4 µW and shows the FracBot can operate perpetually with minimal energy-
radiated conditions. Also, the FracBot can establish at communication link and
transmit data using modulation ASK with a data rate of 1.6 kbit/s. The minimum
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receiver sensitivity of the current MI system must be -70 dBm, based on experimen-
tal measurements. Sand and stone media affect the performance of NFC antennas,
which eventually degrade MI signal propagation and reduce energy transfer. Since
the design of our FracBot entails the use of cost-effective and commercial off-the-
shelf components, we experience a number of restrictions in the design and analysis.
For example, the NFC chip does not allow the configuration of the data rate and
sensitivities that prevent us from conducting extensive analysis on the communica-
tion functionality of the FracBot. Hardware development should lead to a better
understanding of the environmental challenges, improve the electronic sensitivity and
optimize the minimal resources necessary to miniaturize the FracBot hardware. These
experiments and testbed analysis help us determine the requirements for design of an




In this thesis, we designed miniaturized wireless sensor systems for mapping hydraulic
fractures, monitoring unconventional reservoirs and measuring other wellbore param-
eters. We call these devices FracBots (Fracture Robots), an extension of RFID (Radio
Frequency IDentifcation) tags that realize WUSNs for mapping and characterization
of hydraulic fractures in unconventional reservoirs. This miniaturized transponder
system is fully integrated MI-based FracBots (WUSNs) that enable reliable and effi-
cient wireless communications in underground oil reservoirs for performing the in-situ
monitoring of oil reservoirs. This is very crucial for determining the sweet spot of
oil and natural gas reserves. To this end, we have contributed in four areas as fol-
lows: first, we developed a novel cross-layer communication framework for MI-based
FracBot networks in dynamically changing underground environments. The frame-
work combines a joint selection of modulation, channel coding, power control and
a geographic forwarding paradigm. Second, we developed a novel MI-based local-
ization framework that exploits the unique properties of MI-field to determine the
locations of the randomly deployed FracBot nodes in oil reservoirs. Third, we de-
veloped an accurate energy framework of a linear FracBot network topology that
generates feasible nodes transmission rates and network topology while always guar-
anteeing sufficient energy. Then, we designed, developed, and fabricated MI-based
FracBot nodes. Finally, to validate the performance of our solutions in our produced
prototype of FracBot nodes, we developed a physical MI-based WUSN testbed.
The contributions in each chapter are summarized as follows:
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7.1 MI-Based Environment-Aware Cross-layer Communi-
cation Protocol Design for WUSN in Hydraulic Frac-
tures and Oil Reservoirs
In this chapter, we developed the distributed environment-aware protocol (DEAP), a
fully distributed cross-layer protocol framework for MI-based WUSNs. Satisfying the
QoS requirements of diverse applications it achieves optimal energy consumption and
high throughput efficiency with low computational complexity. We address the inter-
action of key underground communication functionalities and a distributed cross-layer
design and ensure that DEAP efficiently utilizes the bandwidth-limited MI channels
in WUSNs. Its designated distributed power control enables the DS-CDMA mecha-
nism via chaotic codes for reliable link transmissions with limited available network
information. In addition, it guarantees statistical delay constraints and achieves opti-
mal link throughput by solving the framework with respect to the given code length.
Building on these results, we employ a two-phase decision strategy to sequentially
tackle two sub-problems for optimal feasible energy savings and throughput gain
with low computation complexity for great practicability. A performance evaluation
confirms that the DEAP provides high system throughput and very low energy con-
sumption within a guaranteed delay. Simulation results also confirm its remarkable
energy savings and high throughput gain in a distributed manner, favored by practi-
cal implementation in WUSNs, and that it outperforms layered protocol solutions by
50% in energy savings and 6 dB in throughput gain.
These outstanding energy and spectral efficiencies accompanied with low com-
putational complexity confirm that the proposed DEAP strongly suits underground
environments. Therefore, we introduce a new paradigm for reliable and efficient MI
communication and offer a novel avenue towards distributed cross-layer design in
WUSNs.
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7.2 MI-Based Localization for WUSN in Hydraulic Frac-
tures and Oil Reservoirs
In this chapter, we developed a novel MI-based localization algorithm that takes
advantage of the promising features of the MI channel. Our solution jointly ap-
plies WMLE (weighted maximum likelihood estimation), SDP (semi-definite pro-
gramming) relaxation, ADM (alternating direction augmented Lagrangian method),
and CGA (conjugate gradient algorithm) with regards to the MI-based communica-
tion channel to achieve high positioning accuracy of wireless sensor devices (FracBots)
in oil reservoirs while maintaining high computational efficiency. The fundamental
challenge for localization in randomly-deployed WUSNs is addressed by exploiting
RMFS measurements from MI-based communication and fast, accurate successive
positioning algorithms. Leveraging the multi-path and fading free nature of MI-based
communication, RMFS from AWGN channel modeling serves as location-dependent
information for the localization algorithm designs. Moreover, the fast ADM provides
useful initial positioning within a few iterations, and the powerful CGA refines the ini-
tial results into highly accurate sensor positions. A performance evaluation confirmed
that the proposed localization algorithm by guaranteeing considerable positioning ac-
curacy with great time-efficiency in underground environments, represents a novel
paradigm for sensor localization in randomly-deployed WUSNs.
7.3 Optimal Energy Planning for Self-Contained WUSN in
Hydraulic Fractures and Oil Reservoirs
In this chapter, we proposed an optimal energy planning approach of a linear oil sen-
sor network topology that ensures an accurate energy model that provides optimal
sensor transmission rates and optimal sensor network planning. We show how the
inhomogeneous environment strongly affects the downlink and uplink channels inside
oil reservoirs. Since magnetic induction communication channels are employed, we
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examine the non-flat fading nature of MI communications to obtain accurate received
signal quality for reliable MI communications inside oil reservoirs. Then, we design
MI-based modulation and error control coding schemes and evaluate the energy con-
sumption for MI transmissions to determine an optimal sensor transmission rate and
number of sensors while satisfying the sensor PER and energy constraints. We also
evaluate modulation and error control coding for transmitting data between nodes.
We obtain the optimal total transmissions rate of the entire network and number of
sensors while satisfing the PER and energy constraints of sensors. We confirm the
accuracy of our model via theoretical and simulation evaluations.
7.4 MI-based FracBot Node Design for Monitoring Hy-
draulic Fractures and Oil Reservoirs
In this chapter, we proposed a novel prototypes of MI-based wireless FracBots for
potential use as a platform for a new generation of WUSNs for monitoring hydraulic
fractures and unconventional reservoirs, and measuring other wellbore parameters.
We designed and developed the hardware of the MI-based wireless FracBots for short-
range communication using near-field communication (NFC) as a physical layer com-
bined with an energy-harvesting capability and ultra-low power requirements. We
were able to realize these characteristics using cost-effective and commercial off-the-
shelf components. We outlined the design requirements and implementation processes
of the FracBot node platform and designed two types of FracBot nodes: a FracBot
active node and a FracBot passive node. We designed seven types of antennas used
in the implementation and experimental processes and described the main charac-
teristics of the FracBot antenna, including the NFC antenna equivalent circuit and
the resonance frequency of the transmitter and receiver antennas. This design, which
will operate in hydraulic fractures and oil reservoirs, is the first of its kind. Such
nodes, however, are not yet commercially available, for they need to be designed to
overcome limitations caused by the small size requirement and harsh underground
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environments. Accordingly, we designed the FracBot node as a platform for a new
generation of WUSNs that can serve variety of purposes, provide flexibility, and allow
for experimentation. This design is very specialized in terms of its communication
layer, size, and energy source to overcome limitations caused by harsh environmental
conditions and energy constraints. Under this conditions, the node is able to collect
data from subsurface area, hydraulic fractures, and water/gas/oil reservoirs in real
time. To realize this design, the steps of which are outlined in the fabrication process,
we had to satisfy the restrictive design characteristics of the node: a long operation
time, ultra-low power, an efficient communication layer, and an energy-harvesting
capability.
7.5 FracBot Testbed: Performance Evaluation
In this chapter,we presented an evaluation of the FracBot node and the NFC/MI
antenna in air, sand, and stone media. One of the main results is that the mis-
match between TX and RX antennas increases as a result of the effects of sand or
stone media. Thus, to overcome a mismatch resulting from an inhomogeneous en-
vironment, the adaptive-frequency feature or advance matching circuit design shall
be incorporated into the optimized design of the FracBot. This feature will allow
optimal energy transfer and a reliable communication link through sand and stone
media. The FracBot features a very efficient energy-harvesting circuit that is capa-
ble of collecting 16 mW of energy under continuous radiated power while the actual
energy consumption of the node is 34.4 µW and shows the FracBot can operate per-
petually with minimal energy-radiated conditions. Also, the FracBot can establish
at communication link and transmit data using modulation ASK with a data rate of
1.6 kbit/s. The minimum receiver sensitivity of the current MI system must be -70
dBm, based on experimental measurements. Sand and stone media affect the perfor-
mance of NFC antennas, which eventually degrade MI signal propagation and reduce
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energy transfer. Since the design of our FracBot entails the use of cost-effective and
commercial off-the-shelf components, we experience a number of restrictions in the
design and analysis. For example, the NFC chip does not allow the configuration
of the data rate and sensitivities that prevent us from conducting extensive analysis
on the communication functionality of the FracBot. Hardware development should
lead to a better understanding of the environmental challenges, improve the elec-
tronic sensitivity and optimize the minimal resources necessary to miniaturize the
FracBot hardware. These experiments and testbed analysis help us determine the
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